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Riassunto. Scopo di questo la"oro è io studio degli Scaphopoda
e degli Archaeogastropoda oligocenici del Bacino Terziario Piemon-
tese (B.T.P), cluale primo contributo alla revisione generale della rnala-
cofauna oligocenica di questo Bacino. Sono stati studiati cinque tax.r di
Scaphopoda e ventotto di Archaeogastropoda; tra questi ultimi viene
proposta una nuova specie di Nerìta (Thelio*yla).
Abstract. The ain'r of the present s'ork is to study the Oligoccne
Scaphopoda and Archaeogastropoda of the Tertiary Piedmont Basin
(T.PB.), aìrning towards an overall revision of the Oligocene rnollusc
fauna of this Basin. Five taxa of Scaphopoda and tr.ent,v-eight taxa of
Archaeogastropoda har.e been analysed; among these a nen-species of
N eritd (.Tbello st)t/a) is proposed.
lntroduction.
The Oligocene mollusc fauna of the Tertiary Pied-
mont Basin (here afterwards abbreviated to T.PB.) as a
whole has not been the subject of a systematic study
since the monographs of Bellardi tr Sacco (1872-1904)
and Rovereto (1897-98, DAA, 1914). This paper on
Scaphopoda and Archaeogastropoda is the first of a new
series. The present revision of the moilusc fauna started
as an attempt to recover the types and illustrated speci-
mens in the collections of the Dipartimento per 10 Stu-
dio del Territorio e delle sue R.isorse of the University of
Genoa. The research s/as then extended to other public
and private collections, including the Bellardi-Sacco
Collection at Turin, for which there was informatton on
the certain or possible presence of Oligocene spec;mens
from the T.PB. It has been possible to recover and exa-
mine almost a1l the taxa studied by Sacco and Rovereto,
with a few exceptions, such as the specimens in the
Micheiotti Collection at Rome which very probably
were lost in the bombing of the Second \World War.
The Scaphopoda are represented by four species.
The Archaeogastropoda are represented by twenty-five
species: one is described as new, one is defined as at
comparison leve1 and three are at a non-specific level due
to their bad preservation; two specimens have been
defined simply as family and two others have remained
indeterminate. For four other species reported by Sacco
and Rovereto from the Oligocene of the T.PB. only
Miocene examples were found for the Piedmont area
(three Archaeogastropoda and one Scaphopoda).
The Tertiary Piedmont Basin: geological framework.
Unfortunately the exact stratigraphic location of
the studied material is generally unknown; it can only be
confirmed that the specimens have been recovered from
Oligocene (Upper Rupelian-Lower Chattian : "Tongri-
an" sensu Sacco and Rovereto) sediments in various
areas of rhe T.PB. (Fig. I ). rhe sedimentary successions
of which have been the subject of numerous geological
and palaeontological studies since the nineteenth centu-
ry. The basin, which is characterised by an essentially
terrigenous succession of Oligo-Miocene age, began to
emerge in the early Oligocene when the transgressìon
started from the north-east of the Padano Sea, onlapping
on the internal margin of the Alpine chain and the Ligu-
rian domain. Over the arc of the Oligocene a wide gulf
was thus formed, gradually aggrading on the more
southern sectors of the Pennidic and Ligurian lJnits,
until it reached the present shores of the Ligurian Sea in
the south-west, as evidenced by the Cel\e-Yarazze and
Cogoleto Conglomerates (Gnaccohnt, 197A; Corteso-
gno er aL, 1977). This basin must then have been linked
to the sea in which the Arenarie di Ranzano (Ranzano
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Fìg. 1 - Location of the Oligocene of the Tertiary Piedmont Basin (from Lorcnz, 1984).
Sandstones) Formation was deposited. Therefore, while
marine sedimentation was already taking place in the
northern sectors, in the south-western area continental
and lagoon basins like those of Bagnasco and Cadibona
(Lorenz, 1968) were being formed, ro eventually be suc-
ceeded bv platform environmenrs with a rather complex
morphology (Piazza, 1989) .
The sedimentary succession on the southern mar-
gin has both Alpine and Apenninic tectonic units as its
pre-Cenozoic substratum; on the north-easrern margin
it is abruptly cut off by the Villalvernia-Varzi line co-
ming into contacr with the units of the Voghera Apen-
nine. In the northern and western sectors the T.PB. sed-
iments are covered by the Plio-Pleistocene deposits of
the Asti-Alessandria Basin, re-emerging further north to
form the up-thrusr front of the "Monferrato Arch"
(Bernini &. Zecca, 1990). For a more detailed picture of
the geodynamic and geological evenrs which charac-
terised the T.PB. in general, refer to Gelati & Gnaccoli-
nì (1982, 1987/88), Giammarino (1984), Biella et al.
(1,987), Gnaccolini et al. (1990), Miletto & Polino
(1992), Falletti et al. (1915).
The here studied mollusc fauna is associated with
terrigenous deposits related to the Molare (Oligocene)
and Rocchetta (Late Oligocene-Aquitanian) Forma-
tions. The Molare Formatìon is composed of continen-
tal and marginal-marine deposits, characterised by a
considerable variation of facies (conglomeraric, arena-
ceous, arenaceous-pelitic) which are evidence of both
the varied and complex morphology of the basin's mar-
gins and of its gradual deepening during the sedimenta-
tion of this formation. The overlaying Rocchetta For-
mation is composed of hemipeiagic marls with alterna-
ting turbiditic bodies which are evidence of the further
basin deepening.
The collections studied.
The collections, from whìch the material examìned in this
n'ork comes, belong in part to publìc institutions and in part to pri-
vate persons, all iound in the Regions of Liguria and Picdmont
(North-western Italy). The iocalities of origin are Carcare, Carpenrro,
Carpeneto, Dego, Giusvalla, Mioglia, Pontinvrea, Stella Santa Giusti-
na, Sassello (all in the Province of Savona), Bandita di Cassinelle,
Belforte, Casa di Valla, Cassinelle, Costa di Ovada, Lcrma, Merana,
Mornese, Squaneto (all in the Pror.jnce of Alessandria) and Baldissero,
Cellamonte Casalese, Colli Torinesi (ail in the Province of Turin).
The majority of specimens come from the collections of thc
Museo Regionale di Scienze Naturali of Turin (582 specimens) and the
Dipartimento per lo Studio de1 Territorio e delle sue Risorse of the
University of Genoa (113 specimens); much smaller numbers cone
from the Museo di Paleontologia of the Universiry of Milan (62 spec-
imens), the Museo lghina of the Calasanzio Institutc of Genoa (14
specimens), the Civico Museo di Storia Naturale of Savona (2 speci-
mens), the Museo Perrando of Sassello (Province of Savona) (12 spec-
imens) and from a private collecrion (1 specimen).
Collections of the Museo Regionale di Scienze Naturali of
the University of Turin. Most of the specimens forming the subject
matter of this research come from the Bellardi-Sacco Collection,
which is probably the largest collection of Tertiary molluscs in Italy.
Thanks to an agreement between the Unìversity and the Region of
Piedmont, this collection u'ill be housed in the Museo Regionale di
Scienze Naturali of Turin (at present it is housed in premises of the
Universitl' Museum of Gcology and Palaeontologl'). Its origins go
back to the gift of the palaeontological collection of Abbot S. Borson
to the Llniversity Museum of Natural History'; subsequently other
collection:', such as that o{ Bonelli, and material collected by a number
of research worhers, such as A. Sìsmonda, G. Michelotti, L. Beliardi
and B. Gastaldi, w'ere added. Bellardi and Sacco workcd on thcse col-
lections, supplementing them with personal material and various dona-
tions, while devising their u'ell-knor.n and inpressive monograph "I
molluschi dei terreni tcrziari del Piemonte e della Liguria" (1872-
1 e04) .
The Turin coUection also holds specimens added after the
study of Bellardi and Sacco, and fron.r doctoral research *'ork, for
q hich thc provcnance ir rrnfortun:rel1 unknoq n.
Collections of the Dipartimento per lo Studio del Territorio e
delle sue Risorse of the University of Genoa. lV{ost of the mollusc
specirnens preserved ìn this collection, including those of thc
Oligocene of the T.PB., are the fruir of the long.rnd enthusiastic
research activity of Don Deogratias Pcrrando, parish priest of S.
Giustina, in the hinterland of Savona, {rom 1 852 to 1 889. Following an
appeal by the Ministry of Education and the Cìt.u- and Provìnce of
Genoa, he sold his rìch colLection to the Regio Museo di Geologia e di
Mìneralogia of the University of Genoa, ìn 1886. After his death, other
rnaterial, which he had collected after the above-mentìoned trlnsfer,
n.as donated b1' his heirs, Giacomo and Giovanni Perrando. In the
course of the folìou'ing 
,years, other specimens, collecred by G.
Rovereto, n'ere added and, jn f.rirlv recent vcirs, furthcr specimcns
have been received from research workers of the University of Genoa.
Unfortunateìv, ;ll the collections, besides har.ing suffered the consc-
quences of several moves, have been repe:rtedly:rnd seriously damaged
b1. r-arious floods, which have affected thc differcnt prcmises in vhich
thev rvere housed. Manl'specimens have disappcared and a considc-
rable number of the original labels which stated the cl;rssifictrtion and
localitv have been lost, so that it is not aln'ays possible to establish
with certainty n-hether they came from the original Perrando Collec-
tion or from the subsequent additions.
Collections of the Dipartimento dì Scienze della Terra
(Museo di Paleontologia) of the University of Milan. The material
includcs specimens from recent doctoral research works in the Dipar-
time nto di Scienze della Terra of these Universit-v.
Collections of the Museo lghina of the Calasanzio Institute,
Genoa Cornigliano. The collections of this Muscum, likc that of Pe r-
rando at thc Univcrsitl., arc the result of the collectins actilit)- of l
sell-taught enthusiast, Father Ighina of the Order of the Scolopi
Fathers. He founded the Museum in the College of the Scolopi, at
Carcare (Province of Savona), u-here he w.rs.r tercher, probably in
1 843. In 19 ZO the colle ction was trans ferred to the new premises of the
Calasanzio College at Genoa Cornigliano and the salvaging of the r'.r-
rious items beg;an in order to exhìbìt them. The collectìons include
palaeontological, geological. minerrlogical. botrnicrl, zoological,
palaeoethnological and archaeological material as well as rn import:nt
collection of Tertiary mollusc-fauna, some specimens of which
undoubtedly come from the Oligocene of the T.PB., although they are
generalll'unclassified and often of unknown provenance
Collections of the Civico Museo di Storia Naturale, Savona.
The Museum was established between 1851 and i860 as the teaching
Museum of the College of Lazarist Missionaries of Savona, as a result
of the work of the naturalist Father A. David. In 1889, the collection,
which also included a small palaeontological collection (mainly fossils
of rhe Oligocene and Pliocene of the Savona area), rl-as donated to the
City of Savona by Father David. Over the years, various private dona-
tions have enriched the collection; particular is that of Count E. Pic-
cone, vrhich included some rich palaeontological material consisting of
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Oligocene and Pljocene fossils from the Savona area. In 1901 rhe
Museum ,r.as officially inaugurated with thc name of "Civico Nluseo
Ornitologico"; since then other palaeontological collections (for
example that of Pacini-Candelo and the materi:rl of the Savona Alpine
Club Museum) ha.'e been added to those already existing. Unfortu-
natel1., the Museum, thc Pozzobonelli Palace, was hit by bombs during
the Second Wbrld Whr and, for all practical plLrposes, it has ccascd to
exist as a place o{ exhibition. For the most part, the palaeontological
material n'as saved, but while the Lìgurian Pliocene mollusc fauna has
bcen reorsanized, that of the Olìgocene remaìns largell' uacl255lf1gcl
and of uncertain provenance.
Collections of the Museo Perrando, Sassello (Provìnce of
Savona). The collections include specimens collected by the above
mentioned Don Perrando and by other indivjduals. This material is
also often unclassified and/or of unknown or uncertain provenance.
Hol'ever, the here studied spccimens are certainly from the Oligoccnc
of the T.PB., principally from the Sassello - S. Giustina area.
A search n.as also conducted at the Museo di Paleontologia of
the Dipartimcnto di Scienze della Terra of the University of Rome, as
Sacco referred to some specimens of thc Michelotti Collection.
Llnfortunately the Michelotti Collection was severely damaged durine
the last \fi/ar and our search came to nothine.
Systematic palaeontology.
The general classification outline follows that of
Ponder 8e Varén (1938) and Haszprunar (1988) for the
Gastropoda and that of the Treatise on Invertebrate
Palaeontology, Part I; Mollusca 1 (Moore R. C., Ed.,
1960) for the Scaphopoda, with some modifications
according to recently proposed changes (for the Gas-
tropoda: Beu 8c Ponder, 1979; Hickman & Mclean,
1990; for the Scaphopoda: Emerson, 1962;1978; Palmer,
197 4) .
The material studied is housed in the Museo
Regionale di Scienze Naturali of Turin (Dipartimento di
Scienze della Terra of the University of Turin) (MRSN,
BS fcr the Bellardi-Sacco Collection), the Dip.rrtimento
per lo Studio del Territorio e delle sue Risorse of the
University of Genoa (DSTRG), the Museo di Paleon-
tologia del Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra of the
Universitl. of Milan (MPUM), the Museo Ighina of the
Calasanzio Institute of Genoa (MICG), the Civico
Museo di Storia Naturale of Savona (MSNS), the Museo
Perrando of Sassello (MPS), a private collection.
The following symbols have been used for the
shell dimensions:
a) Gastropoda: NW number of whorls; PD, proto-
conch diameter; F{, height of shell; hs, height of
spire; hw, height of body whorl; D, maximum
diameter; MSA, mean spire angle;
b) Scaphopoda: 1, length; ha, height of arch; D1,
anterior diameter; D2, posterior diameter.
The partial dimensions of incomplete shells are
indicated by an asterisk. The dimensions of the holo-
types, lectotypes, illustrated specimens and new species
have been reDorted.
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Class Scaphopoda Bronn, 1862
Family Dentaliidae GrayJ. E., 183,+
Genus Dentalium Linnaeus, 1758
Subgenus Dentaliwm s. str.
Dentalium (Dentalium) novemcinctum Sacco, 1892
Pl. 1, Fig. 1
1897 Dentaliwm (Dentalium l) notemcinctun Sacco, pt. 22, pp.97-
98, pl. Z, fìg. 9/ (2 figs.).
i 984 Dentalium noDemcinctum Sacco - Ferrero Mortara et a1., p. 303,
pI.56, fig. 1.
Material. Sasscllo (SV): the holotype o[ Dentalium nouemcinc
tum (Sacco, 189/, pt. 22, pL. 7, figs. 97', 9/"), MRSN BS.106.01.045
(shcll without aperture and apex).
Description. The specimen in hand is a short, linear
fragment of a tubular shel1. The sculpture consists of
nine strong, rounded, longitudinal and well spaced ribs,
almost ali alternating with weaker riblets. The growth
lines are not visible.




Remarks. Sacco 1189/) observed that this form
could be likened, due to the number of ribs, to Antale
noaemcostatum (:Antalis noúemcostata (Lamarck,
1818), actually living in Athntic) and. due ro the orher
characteristics, to Antale leìckxii (:Antalis kìckxii
(Nyst,1843)) (see original illustration), but stated that
for a certain attribution better specimens would be nec-
essary (he worked on a single specimen). The species of
Sacco differs from Antalis leickxii (see good ilir-istrations
in Baldi, 1963, 1973) in that the prirnary ribs are less
nurlrerous and are rounded and stronger. Antalis no?em-
costatd has nine strong ribs, but no alternating riblets.
Some resemblances to Fissidentalium mutabile (Hòrnes,
1856) from Middle-Upper Miocene of Parathethys and
Mediterranean (primary ribs and presence of secondary
riblets) are noted, but the shell in hand does nor have rhe
typical fine reticulation on the surface. Antalis inae-
quicostata (Bucquoy, Dautzenberg & Dollfus, 1886), a
Mediterranean Pliocene-Recent species, is also very si-
milar to the present form in having nine or ren srrong
ribs alternating with weaker riblets, but its surface is
characterised by a longitudinal thread. On the basis of
these observations we maintain the validity of the Sacco
species.
The species is assigned to the genus DentaLium
subgenus Dentalium s. str. on the basis of: shell polygo-
nal in section, decidedly ribbed with rounded ribs.
Occurrence. Dentaliwm nor,:emcinctun is known
only in the Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1897).
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Genus Antalis H & A. Adams, 185'1
Antalis acuta Hèbert, 1849
Pl. 1, Fig. I
18,+9 Dentalium acutum Hèbert, p. 169.
1857 Dentalium grande Deshayes - Sismonda, p. 6.
1849 Dentalium acutum Hèbert,6, p. 169.
1865 Denulium acutum Hè6ert - von Kónen, p. 51,1.
1.877 Dentalium cfr. grande Deshal'g5 - Hòrnes, p. 369.
1893 Dentalium acutum Hè6ert - van den Broek, p. 275.
1892 Dentalium acutum Hè6ert - von Kònen, 10 (a), pp. 977-978, pl.
59, figs. 1a-c.
1897 Dentalium (Entalis) c[r. acuta Hèbert var. apenninica p. Sacco -
Sacco, pt. 22, p.106-107, pl. 9, figs. 14-16.
1900 Dentalium (sect. Fustiaria) appenninicum (Sacco) Rovereto -
Rovereto, p. 128, pi. 9, fig. 15.
l9A1 Entalis appennìnicus Sacco - Sacco, pt. 30, p. 134.
1908 Entalis appenninicus Sacco - Canestrelli, p. 63.
19A9 Dentalium (?Entalis) acutumHèbert - Bellini, pp.227-228.
192A EnuJis c[r. dcuttl \aÍ. úppenninica Sacco - Lombardini, p. 32.
1936 Dentalium acuta Hèbert vr,r. appenniTùcd Sacco - Noszkl', p. 83
1950a Dentalium dcutum Hèbert - Malaroda, p. 190, pl. 5, fig.22; pl.
/, fig. 18.
1967 Dentalium dppennìnicum Sacco - l.orenz, p. A105, pl. 16, fig. 5.
1973 Dentaliwm appenninicum (Sacco) - Baldi, p. 33l, pl. 50, fig. 8.
198.+ Entalts I cfr. acuta (Hèbert) var. apenninica Sacco - Ferrero
Mortara et al., p. 302, pi. 55, fig. 10.
i986 Dentalium acutum Hèbert - Piccoli et el., p. 214, tab. 1.
1987 Dentalium acutum Hèberr. - Pìccoli, Sartori & Franchino, p. 362.
199A Dentalium (Antalk1 acutum Hè6crt - Baglioni Mar.ros, p. 249.
\997 Dentalium (Antalts) acutum Hèbcrt - Bonci et ai., pp. 57-58, pl.
l. fig..6a. b.
Material. Carcare (SV): paralectotypes of Denta/íum cir. acuta
var. dPenntnicrl, 9 spms., MRSN BS.106.03.009/02; 1 spm., DSTRG
216S/CM-VII-CZ8 . Carpenaro (SV): I spm., MPUM 8403. Carpenc-
to (SV): paralectotr,pes of Dentalium clr. acuta var. apenninica, 15
spms., MRSN BS.106.03.009/03. Cassinelle (AL): paralectotl'pes of
Dentalium cf r. dcilta Yar. dpennínicd, 4 spms., MRSN
8S.106.03.009/04. Dego (SV): the lectotype (herein designated) of
Dentalium clr. acuta var. apenninica (Sacco, 1897, pt. 22, pl. 9, Iig.
15), MRSN BS.106.03.008; the illustratecl parale ctotype oi Denralium
clr. acuta tar. apenninica, (Sacco, 1897, pt. 22, p1.9, fìg. 16), MRSN
BS.106.03.009; paralectotypes oÍ Denta/ium cfr. acuta \'^r. apenninicd,
5 spms., MRSN 8S.106.03.009/01. Sassello (SV):the illustrated para,
lcctotype o[ Dentalium cÍr. acuta var..l.penninicd, (Sacco, 189/, pt. 22,
pI.9, fig. 11), DSTRG l1Z3/Sa-II-S10, Perrando Collectìon; the spe-
cimcn of D entalium app enn inincum tlltstratcd b1' Rovereto (Rovereto,
1900, pl. 9, fig. 15), DSTRG 210slSa-II-S.18; 12 spms., DSTRG
2019/Sa-II-S115. T.PB., localitv unknor.n: 1 sprn., MPS 1314. All the
material consists of shells which are rLsuaill' deformed and with largc
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Remarks. The tubular shells are generally linear or
only slightly curved. The sculpture consists of fine,
closely spaced longitudinal ribs, frequently but irregu-
larly alternating with weaker riblets.
Sacco (1892), when designating the variery apen-
ninica,le ft the attribution to Dentaliwm acutum in doubt
because of the poor state of preservation, common to all
the Oligocene specimens. Rovereto (1900) examined
the Sacco (1,897) r,ariety again and raised it to the status
of a species. In his 1904 revision Sacco accepted Rovere-
to's new definition. In later references it can be found
either as a variety ol Antalis acwta (lJoszky, 1936; Lom-
bardini, 1920; Martinis, 1955) or as a valid species
(Canestrelli, 1908; Lorenz, 1967; Baidi, 1973). Instead,
other authors (Piccoli et al., 1986, 1987 Baglioni
Mavros, 1990) consider it ls simply synonymous with
the Hèbert species. Ve concur with these last authors
bectruse the analysis of the numerous specimens in hand
shows that the diagnostic characteristic of the var. apen-
ninica ("tn regione media costicillae costis plerumque
alternre") has a high variability and consequently it is
not sufficient for a distinction from the nominal spe cies.
As the specimens in hand lack the apex, it is
impossible to observe the presence of an apical notch
(see genus Antalis) or a slit (see genus Fissid.entaliwm).
We therefore assign this species to the genus Antalis on
the basis of: the absence on the surface of granulation or
fine reticulation (see Pavia, 1991).
Occurrence. Antalis acuta is known in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1897; Rovereto, 1900;
Lorenz, 1,967), and in the Early to Middle Oligocene of
the Triveneto (Hórnes,18ZZ; Martinis, 1955; Piccoli et
al., 1986). It is also known in the Late Eocene to Middle
Oligocene of the Paris Basin, in the Late Eocene to Early
Oligocene of the Transcaspian area (Baglioni Mavros,
1990), in the F,arly Oligocene of Belgium, Northern
Germany (Malaroda, 1950a), :rnd the Upper Danube
Basin.(Baglioni Mavros, 1990) and in the Late Oligocene
of Hungary (Baldi, 1973).
Antalis kickxii (Nyst, 1843)
Pl. 1, Fig. 2
18,13 Dentalium KicÈ,ril N1-st, pp.342-343, pl.9, fig. 1.
1865 DentaLium KicÈxi Nyst - von Schauroth,p.221.
1867 Dentaliutn KlcÈxi Nyst - von KÒnen, pp. 67-68, n. 105.
1877 Dentaliun KlcÈri Nyst - Hèbert, p. 352.
18/8 Dentalíum KicÈ:cl Nyst - Credner, p.6'+8.
1893 Dentalium KrcÈrl Nyst - van den Broek, p.286.
1900 Dentalium (sect. Fustiaria) KlcÈ:rl Nyst - Rovereto, p. 129.
19A4 Dentalium (Fustiarìa) KzcÈ;ci Nyst - Sacco, pt. 30, p. 134.
1919 Dentalium KicArl Nyst - Gillet, p. 68.
1963 Dentalium Kick:rl Nyst - Baldi, p. 83, pt. 7, fig. 13.
I97A Dentalium Klcè:rl Nyst - Mandruzzato, p.270.
1973 Dentaliutn Klcèxi Nyst - Baldi, p. 336, pl. 50, figs. 6-2.
1.975 Dentalium (s. s.) KlcÈrl N1'st - van den Bosch et al., pl. 2, fig. 6.
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Material. T.PB. locelitv unknown: 2 spms.. MPS 458-459
'.rrrll [r. prrenr' rli"\r lr cr".hed r The .necimcn 
'-"ntioneJ in the\'''.'',,..s','..,.','5.'.,,r..''''.''''.''
Uppcr Rupelian of Sassello bv Rovereto (1900) has not been found.
Remarks. Ve attribute the two fragments from the
Museo Perrando coilection to the species on the basis of
the type of sculpture: dense and rather flat ribbing, with
stronger and narroweq irregularly alternating ribs.
Rovereto (1900) pointed out that this species was
clearly different from Dentalium appenninicum (now
Antalìs acuta) in that it exhibits stronger and less numer-
ous ribs. \fle concur with this opinion, because in Antalis
kickxi the ribs are stronger, wideq less numerous and
dense. The comparison wirh the closely related Euro-
pean and North-African Miocene Fissidentalium badense
(Partsch in FIòrnes, 1856) confirms Baldi's (1973)
observations on the distinction from these species: in
Antalis kickxii the strong grou-th lines t1,pica1 of Flssi-
dentalium badense are absent.
As re gards the assignn-rent to the genus Antalis the
same observations made for Antalis ctcutd are applied.
Occurrence. Antalis kickxii is a species known
from North European Oligocene, sporadically present
in the Mediterranean Province; it arrived in the
Paratethvs in the Oligocene and also, with a subspecies,
in the most ancient Miocene (Baldi, 1973).
Familv Laevidentaliidae Palmer, 1924
Genus Laecidentalium Cossmann, 1888
Laevidentalium simplex (Michelotti, 1861)
Pl. 1, Fig. 3
1861 Dentalium slzupier Michelotti, p. 136, pl. 13, figs. 12,13.
1897 DetùaLium (Anralis) simplex (Mtchelotti) - Sacco, pt.22,p.106,
pl.9, figs. 1-6.
1900 Dentalium (sect. Fustiaria) s:implex Michelotti - Rovereto, pp.
128- r29.
nA4 Entalis sirnpler (Michelotti) - S:rcco, pt. 30, p. 134.
19A9 Entalis simplex (Michelotti) - Bellìnì, p. 228.
1.915 Dentalium simplexMrchelotti - Fabiani, p. 268.
1936 Dentaliwn sinpler Michelotti - Noszky, p. 83.
1940 Entalis simpler Michelotti - Noszk,v, p.51.
1967 Dentalium sitnpler Mtchelotti - Lorenz, p. A105, pl. 36, figs.
6a, b.
1973 Dentalium slzrple-t Michelottj - Baldi, p. 338, pl. 51, fig. 3.
1984 Entalts simpÌer (Michelotti) - Ferrcro et al., p. 306.
1990 Dentalíwm simplexMìchelotti - Baglioni Mavros, p. 2.19.
1997 Dentalium (Antalis) simplexMichelotti - Bonci et al., p. 58, pl.
2. figs. Za, b.
Material. Beiforte (AL): 7 spms., DSTRG 2365IPo-VIII-C'11
(localitv Cìapin). Carcare (SV): the specimen illustrated by Sacco
(1892, pt. 22, pl. 9, fig. 2), MRSN 8S.106.03.002; 1 spm., MRSN
8S.106.03.002/02; 2 spms., MRSN BS.106.ú.A021A3;4 spms., MRSN
BS.106.03.002/04; 1 spm., MRSN BS.106.03.002/05 (spm. on nrtrix).
Casa di Valla (AL), locality Cascina Cardinali: 28 spms, MPUM 8404.
Cassineilc (AL): the specimen ol Dentalium simplex tllastrared by
Sacco (1897, pt.22, pL.9, fig. 3), MRSN 8S.106.03.002bis; Z spms.,
MRSN BS.106.a3.Aa2lA6; 1 spm. MRSN BS.106.03.002/02. Dego
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(SV): the specimen of Dentalium simplex ìllustrated by Sacco (1897,
pt. 22, pl. 9, fig. l), MRSN BS.106.03.001; 5 spms., MRSN
BS.106.03.002/01; Giusr,alla (SV): 20 spms., DSTRG 21O1/M-VII-G1.
Merana (AL), locality Rio dei Mori: 9 spms, MPUM 8,105. Mioglia
(SV): the specimen illustrated b1' Sacco (1892, pt. 22, p|.9, fig. 6),
DSTRG 1899/M-IIÌ-M13a; 1 spm. DSTRG 1899/M-III-M13b. Sassel-
1o (SV): the specìnen oi Dentalium sìmplexilfustrated by Sacco (1897,
pt.22, pl.9, fig. +), DSTRG 1174lSa-II-S11;43 spms., DSTRG
201S/Sa-II-S114; 1 spm., MRSN BS. 106.01.002/08. Sassello (SV),
locality Maddalena: 6 spms, MPS 893-898. Squaneto (AL): the spcci-
men ol Dentaliwm simplex illustrated by Sacco (1892, pt. 22, p|.9, trg.
5), DSTRG 2103/M-I-S1, Perrando Collection. T.PB. locality
unknown: 4 spms., MRSN BS.106.A3.AA!09. All the naterial consists
of sheils rvhich are rÌlore or less lacunose and, at times, deformed and
fractured; in other cases they are moulds.
Other locality of the T.PB. mentioned by Michelotti (1861)
and Sacco (1892): Pareto (SV).
Dimensions (mm): t ha D1 D2
DSTRG 1174lSa-II-S11 38.6 '!f i 6'!min 1'l
6.65'!max
DSTRG 1899/M-IIl-M13a 22.5't 2': 5': 3't
DSTRG 2103/M-I-S1 79.7't 0.8'! 5.55'! 4.2',1
MRSN 85.106.03.001 21.8't 1': 5'r l
MRSN 85.106.03.002 25.2't 1': 5.5': 4't
Remarks. The present species is well known, clear-
1y defined and does not require further descriptive
remarks. The specimens in hand were identified without
problems on the basis of these diagnostic characteristics:
slightly curved tubular shell, thick walled and circular in
section shell, with smooth surface. It is not possible to
verify whether the depressed riblets, mentioned by
Sacco (1892) and Bellini Q9A9), are present in the apical
region, as all known specimens lack apex.
We assign this species to the genus Laevidentalium
on the basis of: 1) shell circular in section, slightly
curved; 2) smooth surface with growth lines only; 3)
apex with a short concave apical notch.
Occurrence. Laeoìdentalium simplex is common in
the Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco,1897; Rovereto, 1900)
and Veneto (Fabiani, 1915). The species is well known in
the Oligocene of the Mediterranean area and in the Late
Oligocene of the Paratethys (Hungary) (Baldi,1973).
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Class Gastropoda Cuvier, 1797
Subclass Prosobranchia Milne Edwards, 1848
Superorder Archaeogastropoda Thiele, 1925
Order Docoglossa Troschel, 1861
Superfamily Patelloidea Rafinesque, 1 815
Family Acmaeidae Carpenter, 1857
Genus Patelloida Quoy & Gaimard, 183,tr
Patelloida pyramidalis (Rovereto in Sacco, 1897)
Pl. 1, Fig. 6
1897 PatelLa pyramidalls Ror-ereto in Sacco, pt. 2J, pp. 22-23, pl. ?,
figs.83-84.
1897 Patella pyramida/zs Rovereto in Sacco var. gracilicosta Sacco, pt.
22, p.23, pl. 2, figs. 85-86.
Material. Mornese (AL), locality Cascina Mezza Monta: 2
spms., MPUM 8406-8407 (she lls in a rather good state of preservatìon).
Description. Shell sma1l, patelliform, rather high,
slightly subpolygonal; apex eccentric toward the anterior
margin. Surface radially ribbed with an irregular alterna-
tion of thicker and tinner ribs. Inner surface not visible.
Remarks. The specimens in hand are allocated in
the genus Patelloida on the basis of: 1) small srze;2)
sculpturàl features; 3) anterior position of the apex.
However, this assignement is made with some reserva-
tion, the diagnostic characters of the Patelloidea largely
resting on the soft parts. The Eocene she1l from Colli
Berici (Vicenza province) figured by Fabiani (1908) and
referred rc as Patella boreaui Bayan, 1870 has approxi-
mately the same size as the present material and seems
to be closely related in having quite similar shape and
sculpture.
Occurrence. Patelloìda pyramìdalis was hitherto
reported from Early Miocene deposits of Co1li Torinesi
(Sacco, 189/).
Family Patellidae Rafinesque, 1815
Genus Patella Linnaeus, 1758
Subgenus Cymbwla H. S. A. Adams, 1854
PLATE 1
Fig. 1 - Dentalium (Dentalium) noremcinctum Sacco, 1897. Holotype. Sassello (SV). MRSN 8S.106.01.045; a) reproduced from Ferrero et al.
(1esa, pl. s6, fig. 1).
Fig. 2 - Antalis,èlckll (Nyst, 1843). T.PB. locality unknown. MPS 259-260.
Fig.3 - Laetidentalìumsimplex (Michelotti, i86i). a) IllustratedspecimeninSacco (1897,pt.22,pl'.9, fig.5). Squaneto (AL). DSTRG 2rc3/M-
I-S1. b) Illustrated specimen in Sacco (1897, pt. 22,pI.9, fig.4). Sassello (SV). DSTRG 1174lSa-II-Sii.
Fig. 4 - Antalis acuta Hébert, 1 8 49. a) Paralectotype of the va r. apenninica Sacco, 1 89 Z illustrated in Rovereto ( 1 900, pl. 9, fig. 1 5) . Sassello (SV).
DSTRG 1173lSa-II-S10. b) Lectotype ofthe var. apenninica Sacco, 1897. Dego (SV). MRSN 8S.i06.03.008.
Fig. 5 - PatelÌa (Cymbula?) excrenatd (Sacco, 1897). Lectotype. Dego (SV). MRSN 85.085.02.001; a) top vicw, b) side view. Reproduced from
Ferrero er al. (198,f, pl. 52, frg.2).
Fig. 6 - Patelloida pyramidalis (Rovereto in Sacco, 1892). Mornese (AL) loc. Cascina Mezza Monta. MPUM 8,106; a) side vìew, b) top r.ieu..
Fig. 7 - Neritopsis radula (Linnaeus, 1758) subsp. subpwstwlosa Sacco, 1896. Lectotype. Sassello (SV). MRSN BS. 021.01.001; a) abapertural side,
b) top view, c) detail of the sculpture.
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Patella (Cymbula?) excrenata (Sacco, 1892)
Pl. 1, Fig. 5
1861 Patella crenata Michelotti, p. 135, pl. 13, figs. 14-15.
1889 Patella crenata Michelottì - Sacco, N'1246.
1.897 Patella (Cymbwla ?) excrenata Sacco, pr. 22, pp.23-21, pl.2,
figs.91-92 (2 figs.).
1910 Cymbula aff. excrenata Sacco - Noszkl', p. 9.
1984 Cymbula I exoenata Sacco - Ferrero Mortara et al., p. 281, pl
)2, rrgs. ri. D.
Material. Costa (AL), locality Case Meriadda: 4 spms.,
DSTRG 2351/Ov-VI-CM7. Dego (SV): the lectotype (herein desi-
glrated) of Patella excrenata (Sacco, 189/, pr. 22, pl. 2, fig. 91), MRSN
BS. 085.02.001 (shell in a poor statc of presen'ation, lacunose). The
specimens in the Ronc collcctjon (the locality "Colli Torinesi" in the
legend of pl. 2, [rg.92 is r.rong, and should be "Mornese" or "Dego")
haue not been Iound.
Other localitl' of the T.PB. mentioned b). S"..o (189/): Mor-
nese (AL).
Description. ShelÌ patelliform, depressed, suboval,
lightly compressed at the sides; apex eccentric toward
the anterior margin; surface sculptured with dense, fine,






Remarks. Sacco (1892) dubiously assigned this
species to the genvs Pdtella subgenus Cymbula. He
noted that the specimens in hand did not have the char-
acteristics of a typical Patella, but were similar rc a, Cym-
bu/a, even if the diagnostic strong lateral compression
was not present. In his opinion there were also resert-
blances to the genus Acmaea Eschscholtz, 1833 but he
left the question open, because the inner she1l surface
\vas not visible. We propose to mainrain the Sacco attri-
bution.
Occurrence. Pate/la excrenattt is noted in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1897) and with a similar
forrn in the Rupelian of Hungary (Noszky, 1940).
Order Neritimorpha Golikor' & Starobogatov, 7975
Superfamilv Neritoidea Rafinesque, 1 815
Famiiy Neritopsidae Gray, 1842
Subfamilv Neritopsinae Gray, 1842
Genus 1.leritopsis Grateloup, 1832
Neritopsis radula (Linnaeus, 1758) subsp. subpustulosa
Sacco, 1 896
Pì. 1, Fig. Z
1896:r Neritopsis cir. radula (Lìnnaer-rs) tar. subpustulosa Sacco, pt. 20,
p.55. pl.5. lrqr. -1. -2.
f916 Neritopsis rattttla yar. subpustulosa Sacco - Cossnrann & Pe1.rot,
p.213.
1925 Neritopsis radula var. subpustulosa Sacco - Cossmann, tl, p. 96.
1984 Neritopsis radula (L.) tar subpustulosa Sacco - Ferrero Mortara
et aì., p. 256.
Material. Sassello (SV): the lectotype (hercin designated) of
Neritopsis cfr. radula var. subpustulosa (Sacco, 1896a, pt. 20, pl. 5, fig.
/1), MRSN 85.021.01.001 (shell abraded and slightly deformed, the
external lìp of the aperture:is n-rissing). The specimen from Carcare in
the Michelotti Collection of the University of Rome has not been
found.
Other loca[ty of the T.PB. mentioned by Sacco (1896): Car-
care (SV).
Description. Shell obliquely ovate, with a mode-
rately protruding, obtuse spire. Body whorl globose,
averaging about 94"k of the shell height. Base convex,
without umbilicus. Aperture iarge and suborbicular. The
sculpture consists of dense, regular, pustulate spiral
cords.
Dimensions (rnm): N\f PD H hs hw D MSA
MRSN 85.021.0r.001 2 - 14.6 1 \3.7 14.7't 78
Remarks. Sacco (1896a) proposed this form as a
new variety ol Neritopsis radula (Linnaeus, 1758) on rhe
basis of: 1) whorls less rounded, 2) spire higher, 3) pus-
tules less accentuated. He also noticed some resem-
blances n'ith the Eocene Nerìtopsis pustwlosa Bellardi,
1840 from Veneto Region and observed that this variety
could be the link between the Eocene species and the
Indian Ocean livíng Neritopsis radwla. Larer Cossmann
8c Peyrot (1916), noting the very poor quality of the
Sacco illustrations, left open the question of whether
these specimens can be a distinct form. The var. subpus-
twlosa differs from the Neritopsìs pustulosa in that the
spire is markedly higher and the pustules are more
accentuated. Some resemblances (shape of the spire and
pustulated spiral cords) to lr.1eritopsis monilìformis
Grateloup, 1.832, a Miocene species of the Aquitanian
Basin, are noted, but in the Oligocene form the whorls
are less globose and the pustulare cords on the bod1.
whorl are less numerous (only 13, not 16-20) (see Coss-
mann & Peyrot, 1916) . In our opinion the Sacco variety
is linked to Neritopsis rddula more than to lVerìtopsis
pustulosd on the basis of the more evident pustules. On
the other hand, we nore thar, with respect to the Lin-
naeus species, in the Oligocene form the pustules are
less distinct and the body whorl is less globose. .Ve pro-
pose the var. subpustulosa as a Oligocene subspecies of
Neritopsis radula.
Occurrence. Neritopsis radula subpustulosa is only
known in the Oligocene of the T.PB. (Carcare) (Sacco,
1 896a).
Family Neritidae Rafinesque, 1815
Subfamily Neritinae Rafinesque, 1 815
Oligocene Mollusc fawna of Piedmont
Genus Nerita Linnaeus, 1758
Subgenus Ritena Gray, 1858
Nerita (Ritena) cfr. plicata Linnaeus, 1758
Pl. 2, Fig. 1
1758 Nerita plicata Linnaeus, p.779, n. 642.
1789 Neritaplicata Linnaeus, - Linnaeus, p.3681.
1.822 Nerita plicata Linnaeus - Lamarck, v 6(2), p. L94 (.cum syn.).
1 839 Neríta plicata Linnaeus Lamarck, 3, pp. 486-,187, n. 1 5.
7896a Nerita ? caronis Brongniart - Sacco, pt. 20, p. 50, pl. 5, fig. 51.
1973 Nerita plicata Linné - Turco, p. 13, pl. 3, figs. 8-9.
1986 Nerita plicata Linné - Abbott & Dancc , p. 54.
1986 Nerìta (Rìtena) plicataLrnné - Springsteen & Leobrera, p.50,
pl. 10, fig. 13.
Material. Lerma (AL), locality Rio delle Lar.ine: 1 spm.,
MPUM 8,t08 (sheìl very Jacunous and lacking the aperture). Mioglia
(SV): the specirnen of Nerita ? caronis Brongniart illustrated bv Sacco
(Sacco, 1896a, pt.20, pl.5, fìg.51), DSTRG 1900/M-III-M14 (shell
with the termìnal part of the body x.horl missing).
Other localities of thc T.PB. mentioned by Sacco (1896a):
Cassinelle (AL), Dego (SV).
Description of the Sacco specimen. Shell small,
ovate, with a moderately elevated conical spire. Proto-
conch approximately of two whorls with surface details
not observable. Teleoconch consisting of two convex
whorls. Sutures very impressed. Body whorl globose,
abour 7/8 of the shell height, rapidly expanding. Base
convex, partially missing. The teleoconch is scuiptured
with strong spiral cords, subquadrangular in section, reg-
ularly spaced and alternating with deep grooves. Growth
lines prosocline, particularly visible on the grooves.
Dimensions (mm): NW PD H hs h- D MSA
DSTRG 1900/M-III-M11 3 - 16.7',! 6.7 l6',f 15.8',
Remarks. Sacco (1896a) dubiously assigned the
specimen in his hand to Nerita (Ritena) caronis Brong-
niart, 1823 (species noted in the Middle Eocene to Mid-
dle Miocene of Venetian Region, in the Upper Rupelian-
Lower Chattian of T.PB. and in Middle Miocene of Co1li
Torinesi) because of the poor state of preservation, but
the sculpture is clearly different from that of the Brong-
niart species. Brongniart (1823) described his specres as
"multisulcata, suicis laevibus". Later Oppenheim (1896;
1900) observed that Nerita ctffonis is characterised by
the regular alternation of stronger and weaker spiral
cords (see illustration in Oppenheim, 1896). In our
opinicn the Sacco specimen is, on the contrary, very
similar to the living Nerita plìcata, 1758 (type species of
Ritena), especially on the basis of the shape of the shell
and the teleoconch sculpture. Also the other specimen
studied here has the spiral sculpture similar to that of
Linnaeus species. As the two specimens lack the aper-
ture ìile cannot assign them rc l{erìta plicata with cer-
tainty.
Occurrence. l',lerita plicata is a species actually liv-
ing in the Indo-Pacific Region (Springsteen & Leobrera,
1 e86).
Subgenus Theliostyla Mórch, 1852
Nerita (Theliostyla) alternans n. sp.
Pl. 2, Frg. 2
Derivation of name: from the ornamentation of the body
whorl with spiral cords, which are alternately pronounced and tenuous.
Holotype. Sassello-S. Giustina Basin: DSTRG 21OO/Sa-V-
SG95; Pl. 2, ftg.2.
State of preservation. One shell very well preserved.
Type-locality. S. Giustina (SV), Yy'estern Liguria.
Horizon. Molare Formation, Oligocene (Upper Rupelian-
Lower Chatt:ian).
Diagnosis. Shell obliquely ovate, with few whorls
and a very low spire. Body whori angulated, with shoul-
der marked by a large cord and a flattened, almost hori-
zontal sutural ramp. Base convex without umbilicus.
Aperture subcircular, prosocline. Sculpture of strong
spiral cords in the body whorl alternating with thinner
cords.
Description. Shell small, obliquely ovate, with a
very depressed, almost flat, spire. Protoconch almost
flat; approximately of two whorls; surface details not
observable. Teleoconch consisting only of two angulat-
ed whorls with a shoulder bending at the abapical l/3;
sutural ramp flat, nearly perpendicular to the axis.
Sutures incised, adpressed. Body whorl, which averages
the shell height, rapidly expanding, angulated, with a
flat, slightly inclined sutural ramp. Base convex, without
umbilicus. Aperture semicircular. Outer lip prosociine,
thickened, regularly dentate within, with a small gap at
middle height. Inner lip with granulate labial area.
The spire ornamentation consists of four spiral
cords, present also on the sutural ramp of the body
whorl, increasing in strength during gros/th. The abapi-
cal one is wider and marks the shoulder. Eight regularly
spaced, spiral cords lie on the base. Secondaryr, thinner
spirals intervene between the primary ones on the body
whorl. Prosocline markings gro$/th are evident, especiai-
1y in the last part of the body whorl.
Dimensions (mm): N\l PD H hs hw D MSA
DSTRG 2100/Sa-V-SG9s 2 1 16.4 2.6 16.4 19.3 1,1,2'
Remarks. The new species described here is distin-
guished by the presence of thin spiral cords, which alter-
nate regularly with the stronger primary ones, in the
ornamentation of the body whorl. Among the species of
Nerita noted in the Tertiary of the European Basins,
Nerita (Tbeliostyla) plwtonis Basrerot, 1895 has a conch
morphology very similar to this new species and seems
to be connected with it, but its ornamentation can be
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clearly differentiated due to the absence of the alternate
secondary riblets. A similar alternation is also present in
Nerita caronis (see Oppenheim, 1896, 1900), but the
Brongniart species has a clearly higher spire.
The new species is assigned to the subgenus Tbe-
liostyla on the basis of: 1) low spire), 2) outer lip regu-
larly dent.rre wirhin,3) labial area granulate.
Nerita (Theliostyla) martiniana Matheron, 1 842
Pl.3, Figs. 1,2
18,t2 Nerita martiniana Niatheron, p. 300, 38, fìgs 13-1.{.
1.842 Nerìta Plutonis Baste rot - Sismonda, p. 22.
1847 Nerita Grateloupeana Férussac - Mìchelotti, p. 153.
1,847 Nerita Plutonis Basterot - Mìchelotti, p. 15.{.
1817 Nerita Plutonìs Basterot - Sismonda, p. 50.
1817 Nerita proteus Bonelli - Sisn-ronda, p. 50.
1852 Nerìtd Proteus Bonelli E: Sismoncla - D'Orbigny p. .11.
1856 Nerira Plutonis Basterot - Hòrnes, p. 531, pl. 47, [rg. 11.
1856 Nerita proteus Bonelli - Hórnes, p. 533, pl. 17, fìg. c) (juv-), pI.
47 , Ítg. 9.
1861 Nerita GrateloupeanaFérussac - Michelotti, p. 89 (pars).
1861 Nerita Plutonis Baste rot - Michelotti, p. 89.
1889 Nerita Plutonis Baste rot - Sacco, N' 1828.
1889 Neritd proteus Bonelli - Sacco, N' 1834.
1.896a Nerita martiníana Matheron - Sacco, pt. 20, p. 48, pl. 5, figs.
4 1 a-f.
\896a Nerita martiniana tar. albofascìata Sacco, pt. 20, p. 4S, pl. 5,
fig. a2.
1896t Nerìta martiniana var. maculatellafa Sacco, pt. 20, p. 48 pl. 5,
tre. +J.
1896a Neríta martiniana yzr. tariemaculata Sacco, pt. 20, p. 18, pl. 5,
figs. 44 a-f.
1896 Nerita martinìand yar. sdtdna Bonelli - Sacco, pr. 20, pp. ,18-49,
pr. f, rgs. +) J-o.
1900 Nerita l4artbinianaMatberon - Rovcreto, p. 133.
1900 Nerita Marthiníana M:rhcron yar. Satana (Borson) Sacco -
Rovcreto, p. 133.
1904 Nerita martbiniana Matheron - Sacco, pr. 30, p. 129.
1904 Nerita marthíniazra M:rtheron \Lrr. sdtdna Bonelli - Sacco, pt. 30,
p. 129.
1,925 Nerita Martiniarua Matheron - Cossmann, 13, p.211.
1962 Neritd (Theliost)tla) satana Bonelli - Glibert, p. 1OO.
1984 Nerita martiniazra Matheron var. albofasciata, Sacco, var. macu
' Iatel/ata Sacco, var. r,ariemaculata Sacco - Ferrero Mortara ct
al., p. 253.
1984 Nerita martíniazia Matheron .,;ar. sdtdnd Sacco, Boneìlì m. s. -
Ferrcro Mort:rra et al., p. 253, pl. 4.1, figs. 4-5.
Material. Mioglia (SV): 1 spn., DSTRG 2101/X4-III-l\,{40
(shell ìn :r very good preservation, on the matrixl aperrurc not r.isible).
T.PB. locality unknown: 1 spm., NIRSN BS.0/0.01.008/01 (shcll in a
good state of preserr.ation); 2 spms., MRSN BS.020.0 1.008/02 (shell in
a good state of presen ation); 1 spm., MICG PI 19 (sheil in a r ery poor
state of preservation, lacunose on the bodv n-horl, the entire final part
of which is missìng).
Other localities of the T.PB. mentioned by Michelotti (1861),
Sacco (1896a, 1904) e Rovereto (1900): Carcare (SV), Cassinelle (AL),
Dego (SV), Cosseria (SV), Pareto (AL).
Specimens of the Middle Miocene of the Colli Torinesi (TO).
The specìmens of Nerita martìniana ìllustratcd by Sacco (Sacco, 1896a,
p1.5, figg.41 a, b, c, d),'t spms., MRSN 8S.070.01.005. .006,002,.008;
3 spms. (Term6 Fórà), MRSN 8S.020.01.008/03; 2 spms. (Villa
Forzano), MRSN BS.020.01.008/04; 12 spms., MRSN
BS.070.01.008/05; 62 spms., MRSN BS.020.01.008/06; 1 spm., MRSN
BS.020.01.008/02. The spccìrnens of lar. satana tllusrrxed by Sacco
(Sacco, 1896a pl. 5, figg. 45a, b), 2 spms., MRSN BS 070.01.016, .O1Z;
2 spms. (var. satana), MRSN BS A7A.A1.A17/0\ (Villa Forzano),
.A17 102. The holotype ol var. albofasciata (Sacco, 1 896a, pt. 22, pl. 5,
fig. a2), MRSN 85.070.01.009; the holotype of var. macwlatellata
(Sacco, 1896a, pt.22, pl. 5, fig. a3), MRSN BS.070.01.010; thc lccto-
type (herein desìgnated) ol yar. variemacuÌata (Sacco,1896a, pl. 5, fig.
44c,), IvIRSN BS.O/0.01.011,; the illustrated paralectotypes of var.
'oarìemaculata (Sacco, 1896a, pl.5, fig.44a, b, d, c) .i spms., MRSN
BS.020.01.01 1, .012, .014, .015; other paralectotype of var. vanemacu
lata, 1 spm., MRSN 8S.020.01.015/01 (Villa Forzano), 2 spms., /02
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- 14.2 1 14.2 16 93"
- 17 1 17 2A.7 105"
- 15.25 3 \1-25 t7 73"
- 7.1. | 6.1 9 78"
- 16.7 2 15.7 19.4 85'
- 1.1.7 1. lA-7 p.65 84"
. 15.7 A 15.71, 1,7.7 89"
- 16.,+5 0 16.'+5 20.5 8E'
- 14.5 0 14.5 17 82"
- 9.2 0 9.2 11.5 88'
- 10.3 0 10.3 11 89'
- 14.2. A 1,+.2 15 86'
- 6.6 A 6.6 6 99"
Remarks. The species is well known, clearly defi-
ned, and does not require further descriptive remarks.
The specimens in hand are assigned to this species
on the basis of: 1) shell obliquely ovare, with a low spire,
2) teleoconch whorls convex, 3) teleoconch sculpture
cons;sting of dense, regul.ìr spiraì cords.
Sacco 11896a) described four new varieties'. albo-
fas ciata, maculatellata, r; ariemacwlata, p ercras s d.l the var.
satdnd was defined by Bonelli in 1827, but without any
description and illustration. Later, Roverero (1900) con-
sidered the first three synonymous with the nc,minal
species. In our opinion the characteristics of the vari-
etres alb ofas ciata, maculatellata, r.t ariemacuLata and satan.l
Fig. 2
PLATE 2
- Nerita (.Ritena) cfr. plicata Linnaeus, 1/58. Illustrated specimen in Sacco (1896, pt. 21, pl. 5, ftg.51) of Nerita ? caronis Brongniart, 1823.
Mioglia (SV). DSTRG 1900/M-III-M14; a) apertural sidc, b) abapertural side, c) top view.
- Nerita (Thelio*yla) alternans n. sp. Holotvpe. S. Giustina (SV). DSTRG 21OO/Sa-V-SG95; a) top view, b) abapertural side, c) apertur-
al side.
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are not sufficient for a distincticn from the species. \fith
regard to the var. percrdssll. the que:tion remain: unre-
solved as the specimen illustrated by Sacco (1896a) and
other specimens are apparently 1ost.
This species is assigned to the subgenus Theliosty-
Ìa on the basis of the very low spire.
Occurrence. Net'ita martiniana is noted in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Michelotti, 1861; Sacco, 1896a,
1904; Rovereto, 1900), in the Middle Miocene of the
Colli Torinesi (Michelotti, 1861; Sacco, 1896a), of Tor-
tona (Michelotti, 1861), of Provence (Cossmann, 1925)
and of the Vienna Basin (Michelotti, 1861).
Nerita (Theliostyla) plutonis Basterot, 1825
Pl. 3, Fig. 3
1825 Nerìta Plutonis Basterot. p. 39, pl. 2, {ig.11.
1839 Nerita Plutonis Basterot - Lamarck, 3, p. 490, n. 10.
1840 Nerita Plutonis Basrerot - Grateloup, pI.5, figs.29-30.
1840 Nerita intermedz Grateloup, Ibid., pl. 5, figs. 31-32 (non
Sowerby).
1852 Nerita Plutonis Basterot - D'Orbign1., p. ,10, 26e ét., n" 612.
1852 Nerita subintermedia D'Orbrgnv,Ibid., n' 613.
1 896 Nerita Plutonk Basterot rar. bicrassecincta Sacco, pt. 2Oa, p. 50,
pl. s, fig. 49b.
1900 Nerita Plutonis Basterot var. bìcrassecincta Sacco - Rovereto, p.
13 3.
19A4 Nerita Plutonis Basterot vzr. bicrassecincta Sacco - Sacco, pt. 30,
p.129.
19L6 Nerita Plutonis Basterot - Cossmann tr Pcyrot, pp.216,247,pI.
7, ligs.72-76.
1925 Nerita Plutonìs Basteror - Cossmann, 13, p.2A9, pl. 6, figs. 32-
33.
Material. S. Giustina (SV): the lectotype (herein designated) of
Nerita Plutonis var. bicrassecincra (Sacco, 1896a, pt. 20, pl. 5, fig. a9b),
DSTRG 112O/Sa-V-SG51a (shell ìn a quite good state of preseruation,
almost complete); 2 spms., DSTRG 112O/Sa-V-SG51b (shells in a poor
statc of preservation, with the final parr of the body whorl and the pro-
toconch missing). Sassello (SV): 1 spm., MPS 1 (shell in quite a good
state o{ preseroation, slightly abraded).
Dimensions (mm): N\í PD H hs hw D MSA
DSTRG 1120/Sa-V-SG 51a 2 - 74.3 1.7 1.4.3 14.4 rc9'
Remarks. The species is well known and clearly
defined. We assign the specimen in hand to this species
on the basis of: 1) shell obliquely ovate wirh a very low
spire, 2) spire almost flat, 3) body whorl subangular at
1/4 adapical 4) sculpture consisring of strong spiral
cords, 5) shoulder marked by a stronger and wider cord,
6) evident, clearly prosocline groy/rh lines. Sacco
(1896a) described the specimen studied here as the new
var. bicrassecincta on the basis of the presence of two
stronger spiral cords in rhe upper part of the base. In our
opinion this characteristic is nor so clearly evidenr as to
identify a form different from the species.
This species is assigned to the subgenus The/iosty-
1a on the basis of thc low spire.
Occurrence. Nerita plutonis is noted above all as a
species of the Early to Middle Miocene of the Aquitanian
Basin (Cossmann & Peyrot, 1916). The S. Giustina and
Sassello specimens are the first indication in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. This species is also mentioned by
Sacco (1896a) from the Middle Miocene of Vicoforte
lProvince of Cuneol .
Genus Velates De Montforr, 1810
Velates perversus (Gmelin, 1789)
Pl. 3, Fig. 4
1786 Nerita Schmideliana sinístrorsa, fossiln, Chemnitz in Martini 6:
Chemnitz, r.'. 9, p. 130, pl. 11'+, figs. 975-976 (vidi :in Mellini,
1992).
1.789 Nerita perncsa Gmeljn - Linnaeus, p. 3686, n. 72 .
1992 Velates peruersus (Gmclin) - Mellini, 16, pp. 4A7-439 (cum syn.).
Material. Dego (SV): 1 spm., DSTRG 17S/De-YIil-CL1 (shell
extensivelv encrusted, with the final part of the body whorl nissing).
Remarks. The species is well known and clearly
defined. The unique specimen in hand is assigned to this
species, despite its poor state of preservation, on the
basis of: 1) shell capuliform with a concealed spire, 2)
apex eccentric, 3) wide and slightly convex labial area.
This species being never mentioned in the Oligocene of
the T.PB., its identification (Bonci et al., 199L) is very
interesting.
Occurrence. Velates peraersus is a very widespread
species in the Tethys area (Europe, including rhe easrern,
Black Sea and Mediterr.ìnean areas; r'arious parts of
Africa, Asia and North America) from the Early Eocene
to the Early Oligocene (Mellini, 1.992). Earliest occur-
rence is in the Late Cretaceous (Merle, 1984 in Mellini,
1992), last occurrence in the Middle Oligocene (Man-
drtzzato, 1970).
PLATE 3
Fig. 1 - Neria (Theliostyla) martiniana Matheron, 1842. Mioglia (SV). DSTRG 2101/M-III-M4O; a) top view, b) abapertural side.
Fig. 2 - Nerita (Thelio*yla) martiniana Matheron, 1842. Illustrated specimen in Sacco (1896, pt. 20, pl. 5, fig. 41a). Colli Torìnesi (TO). MRSN
BS.020.01.005; a) apertural side, b) abapertural side, c) top view.
Fig.3 - Nerita (Thelio*yla) plutonts Basterot, 1825. Lectotype of the var. bicrassecincta Sacco, 1896. S. Giustina (SV). DSTRG 1120/Sa-V-
SG51a; a) apertural side, b) abapertural side, c) top vìew.
Fig. 4 - Velates per.oerszs (Gmelin, 1/89). Dego (SV). DSTRG 175lDe'YIil'CL1; rop view.
Fig. 5 - Emarginula sp. Bandita di Cassinelle (AL), locality Case Belvedere. Private Collection N. 1496; a) top view, b) side view.
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Order Vetigastropoda Salvini-Plawen, 1980
Superfamily Fissurelloidea Fleming, 1822
Family Fissurellidae Fleming, 1822
Subfamily Emarginulinae J. E. Gray, 1.834
Genus Emarginula Lamarck, 1801
Subgenus Emarginula s. s.
Emarginula sp.
Pl. 3, Fig. 5
Material. Bandita di Cassinelle (AL), locality Case Belvedere:
1spm., Private collection N. 1496 (shell lacunose on the edges, in a
poor 5trte of preservation;; Hou'ed in DSTRC.
Remarks. The specimen is badly preserved, also
due to erroneous solidification operarions, and lacunose
on the edges, for which reason the area where the slit
was positioned is missing. F{owever, it seems to be refer-
able to the genus Emarginula on rhe basis of the follow-
ing features: shell short-ovate, elevated; selenizone
depressed to form a groove; radial threads. The state of
preservation bars any assignment to species. It is the
first report for the Oligocene in the T.PB.
Super.farnily Pleurotomarioidea Swains on, 1 8 40
Family Pleurotomariidae Swainson, 1 840
Genus Perotrocbus (Fisher, 1885)
Perotrochus isseli (Rovereto, 1900)
Pl. 4, Figs. 1, 2
1900 Pleurotomaria (sect. Perotrochus) Isseli Roverero, p. 129-137,
pl. 8, figs. 1-1a.
1904 Pleurotomaria (Perotrochus ) lssell Roverero - Sacco, pt. 30, p.
132, pl. 26, ftgs. 22a, b (reproduction of the original figure
from Rovereto, 1900).
1933 Pleurotomaria cîr. Isseli Rov. - Venzo, p. 9.
1934 Pleurotomaria gzgas Borson - Venzo, p. 156.
1938 Pleurotomarìrt gzgas Borson - Venzo, p. 181.
'1950b Pleurotomaria dalpiazi Malaroda (non var. costozzensis), pp.
183-185, pl. s, figs. i-7.
1955 Pleurotomaria dalpiazi Malaroda - Accordi, pp. 29-30, pl. 2,
{igs. 8-9.
1973 Pleurotomaria dalpiazi Malaroda - Coletti er al., p. 8, tab. 3.
1973 Pleurotomaria dalpìazi Malaroda - Turco, pl. 3, figs. 18-19.
1991 Perotrocbus risell (Rovereto) - Bonci et al., pp. 147-149, pl. '1,
fig. 1.
Material. Dego (SV): the holotype of Pleurotomaria isseli
(Rovereto, 1900, pl. 8, figs. 1-1a), DSTRG 509/De-VIII-CL39 (inter-
nal mould, slightly deformed, with parts of the shell; the first whorls
ol the sprre an rhe :perture are missing). Probably T.PB., but locality
unknon'n:2 spms., MICG Pl 51 (one internal mould with sporadic
remains of the shell along the suture; one shell, in parts abraded and
lacunose; both specimens deformed and with the protoconch, the first
whorls of the teleoconch and the aperture missing; they could be those
mentioned by Rovereto in 1900).
Description. Shell large, turbiniform, wider than
high, with a conical spire. Teleoconch whorls (six) con-
vex. Body whorl about 3/4 of the sheli height, subangu-
lar at the periphery. Trace of the selenizone just below
mid whorl. Base only gently convex, without umbilicus.
The sculpture consists of dense spiral threads.
Dimensions (mm): N\l PD H hs hw D MSA
DSTRG 509/De-VIII-C139 4.5 , 82.4'? 39.3>t 63>t 1236>r
Remarks on the holotype. The angular profile of
the final part of the body whorl, indicated by Rovereto
(1900) as one of the distinctive characteristics of the
species, is simply a consequence of the deformation
which has affected the specimen as indicated by Malaro-
da (1950b). The shell appears on the whole to be
smooth, but in some parts, particularly near the suture,
a spiral ornamentation composed of embedded threads
is visible, as already mentioned by Rovereto. It can
therefore be confirmed that rhe shell was ornamenred in
this way and that the diagenesis has caused a large part
of the external strata to disappear, thus suggesting an
absence of ornamentation. Malaroda (1950b), though
noting the strong coincidences as regards the position of
the selenizone and the profile of the whorls, was unable
to attribute the specimens he had studied ro Roverero's
species; instead he designated the new species Pleuro-
tomaria dalpiazi for his specimens from Venetian Upper
Eocene-Middle Miocene. The author jusrified his choice
by stating that "certain data on the type of ornamenra-
tion of Pleurotomaria isseli are not known"; it is neces-
sary to state however that he only examined a plaster
cast of the Rovereto type and not the original and so he
was unable to observe the residue of the ornamentarion
referred to above.
In our opinion, following a comparison with the
specimens studied and illustrated by Malaroda (1950b)
for Pleurotomaria dalpiazi, there are no reasons to keep
the two species distinct, the priority belonging to Pleu-
PLATE 4
Fig. 1 - Perotrocbus riseli (Rovereto, 1900). Holotype. Dego (SV). DSTRG 509/De-VIII-CL39; a) top view, b) apertural side, c) traces of sculp-
Îure.
Fig.2 - Perotrochus rssell (Rovereto, 1900). T. P B. locality unknown. MICG PI51; detail of the sculprure.
Fig. 3 - Angaria (Angaria) scobina (Brongniart, 1823). Lectotype of the var. appenninica Sacco, i896. Carcare (SV). MRSN 85.027.01.011; a)
apertural side, b) abapertural side, c) top view. Reproduced from Ferrero et al. (1984, pl. 50, fig. 5).
Fig. 4 - Turbo (Ninella) d,esidiosus Rovereto, 1914. Holotype. Dego (SV). DSTRG 476/De-Ylll-CL2; a) top view, b) apertural side.
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rotomaria isseli.It is however necessary to exclude the
variety costozzensis Malaroda from the proposed syn-
onymy, as this variety presents decidedly different char-
rcteristics from the Rovereto specie'.
Rovereto (1900), comparing his species with other
southern Tertiary forms, noted the similarity to Pleuro-
tomaria morenae Sacco, 1899 (in Morena, 1899) from
Eocene of Marche Region due to the "position of the slit
and the overall form" so as not to exclude the possibili-
ry that this might be the same species; in effect, in his
opinion, any difference would consist only in the form
of the final whorl towards the aperture. As regards what
might be deduced from the illustration presented by
Morena (1899), the specimen would definitely seem to
be deforrned, so that the "forrn of the final whorl" char-
acteristic, as already stated, is in no way significant.
IJnfortunately the illustration is of very poor quality
and it has not been possible, despite the research under-
taken, to find the specimen classified by Sacco. It is
therefore not possible to establish the relationship
between the two species. Pleurotomaria morenae should
rules as a nomen oblitum, and the validity of Pleuro-
tomaria isseli cannot be questioned.
The species is assigned to the genus Perotrochws on
the basis of: 1) shell turbiniform, broader than high; 2)
whorls convex; 3) selenizone below mid-whorl; 4) base
without umbilicus; 5) sculpture of dense spiral threads.
Occurrence. Perotrochus isseli ts known in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Rovereto, 1900) and in the
Early Oligocene to Middle Miocene of the Venetian
Region (Malaroda, 1950b; Coletti et a1.,1,973).
Perotrochus sp.
Material. T.PB., locality unknown: 2 sprns., MSNS (internal
moulds with traces of ornamentation).
' Remarks. The specimens in hand are turbiniform,
without umbilicus, broader than high, with convex
teleoconch whorls and the body whorl subangular at the
periphery. The traces of ornamentation consist of fine
spiral threads. These features point towards the assign-
ment to the genus Perotrocbws. FIowever. the poor
preservation hinders any assignment to species.
Suborder Trochina Cox & Knight, 1960
Superfamily Trochoidea Rafinesque, 1 815
Family Turbinidae Rafinesque, 1815
Subfamily Angariinae Threle, 1921
Genus Angaria Róding, 1798
Subgenus Angarìa s. sv.
Angaria (Angaria) scobina (Brongniart, 1823)
Pl. I, Fig. 3
I 82J Turbo scobrnu' Brongnìan. p. 53. pl. 2. lig. -.
1825 Delpbittula scobitta Brongnirrr - Ba.terot. p. 2-.
1839 Delphinula scobinaBrongniart - Lamarck, 3, p. 555, n. 9.
1840 Delphinula scobinaBrongniart - Grateloup, pl. 11, fìgs. 12, 14.
L847 Delphinula scobina Brongniart - Michelotti, p. 165.
1847 Delphinula scobìna Brongniart - Sismonda, p. '18.
1852 Turbo subscobinzs D'Orbìgny - D'Orbign,v, p. 8, n. 12i.
1857 Dclpbinula scobina Bronqni,rrt - Sismonde. p. 5
1861 Turbo scobinus.D'Orbigny - Michelotti, p.93.
1871 Delpbitula scobinaMrchelotti - Fuchs, p. 161.
1889 Turbo scobinus Bronsniart -Sacco, n'1221.
1895 Delphinula scobtna Brongnìart - R.rulrn. p. 552.
1896b DelphinuJa scobina tar. appenninica Sacco - Sacco, pt. 2 1, p. 5 1 ,
pl. ,{, figs. 62a-b.
1900 Delphinula scobina Brongnìart - Oppenheim, p. 283.
1900 Delphinula scobinaBrongniart - Rovereto, p. 131,
19A1 Delphinula scobina (Brongniart) yar. dppenninica Sacco - Sacco,
pt. 30, p. 131.
1905 Delphinula c[r. scnbina Brongniart - Daine]li, pp. 5-6.
1915 Delphínula scobinaBrongniart - Cossmann, 10, p. 218.
1915 Delphìnula scobina Brongnìert - Fabirnì. pp. 267, 269.
L910 Delphìnula scobina Brongniart var, appenninica Sacco -
Noszky, p. 4.
1962 Angaria scobinaBrongniart - Glibert, p. 65.
1968 Delpbinwla scobina Brongnìart - Piccoli tr Massari Degasperi,
p.249.
1973 Delphinula scobina (Brongniart; - Coìettì er .r1., p. 8, tab. 3, pl.
J, rrg. r.
1973 Angaria scobina (Brongniart) - Turco, pp. 5-6, pl. 1, figs. l-2.
1 98,+ Delphinula scobzna Brongniart var. appenninica Sacco - Fcrrcro
Mortara, et al., p. 274, pl. 5A, figs. 5a, b, c.
Iqql Angaria srobina IBrongniarrr - Brogiaro. p.243.
lvlaterial. Carcare (SV): the lectotype (herein clesignated) of
Delphinula scobina var. appenninica (Sacco, 1896b pt. 21, pl. 4, fig.
62a), MRSN BS.0//.01.001 (shell with aperture and protoconch mis-
sing, in a poor state of preservatìon). The other type from Carcare, the
varietv appenninica tllustrated by Sacco (1896b, pt. 21, pl. 4, fìg. 62b)
in the Museum of Rornc, has not been found. Dego (SV): 1 sprn.,
MRSN TO.TG.OO2, Rovasenda Collection. Mioglia (SV): 2 spms.,
DSTRG 1952lM-III-M36 (onc she ll with only the half axìal preserved;
one internal mould wìth slight traces of ornamentation). T.PB., local-
ìty unknown: 1 spm. (Angaria c[r. scobina), MRSN TO.TG.003.
Dimensions (mm): N\f PD H hs hs. D MSA
MRSN 85.077.01.001 3 - 42't 77.s',! 36.6 46.15 81"
Remarks. Shell low-spired, with a well developed
body whor1, a convex base and a wide umbilicus. \fhorls
convex or more or less subangular. Surface sculptured
with strong, irregulaq rough, spiral cords. The penphery
of the two last whorls is marked by one row of strong
spines. These characteristics are consisrenr with the
assignment to the species Angaria scobina.
The variety appenninica is differentiated from the
Brongniart type, above all because it has less rounded
whorls; the other differences stressed by Sacco (flattened
spire, cords more embedded but less furrowed-imbricat-
ed) would seem to be less clear and to diminish gradual-
ly in the characteristics of the rype. In 1905 Dainelli
observed that this variety is very close to the rype. In our
opinion the characteristics of the variety appenninica do
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not seem to be such as to justify a distinction from the
nominal species, which shows a strong variability.
Turco (1973), on the basis of a biometric study,
placed the Brongniart species in synonymy with the
Eocene Angarìa calcar (Lamarck, 1805) of Venetian
Region and Paris Basin, and also obser-ved that the dif-
ferences in the development of the spines, on which the
distinction between the two species was based, are a
function of the different states of preservation.
.Ve do not concur with the author on this: com-
pared to the descriptions and illustrations of Angarìa
calcar (Lamarck, 1804,1859; Deshayes, 1842) and to var-
ious specimens from the Paris Basin, the Oligocene
form assigned to Angaria scobina appears to have more
numerous spiral cords on the whorls and the spines on
the carina much less developed. In our opinion the dif-
ferent development of the spines is not related to the
conditions of the state of preservation.
Occurrence. Angaria scobina is known in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Michelotti, 1861; Sacco, 1896b,
1904; Rovereto, 19OO), in the Middle Eocene to Middle
Oligocene of the Venetian Region (Turco, 1973), in the
Oligocene of the Aquitanian Basin (Cossmann, 1915)
and in the Rupelian of Hungary (Noszky, 1940).
Subfamily Turbininae Rafinesque, 1815
Genus Twrbo Linnaeus, 1758
Subgenus Ninella Gray, 1850
Turbo (Ninella) desidiosus Rovereto, 1914
Pl. 4, Fig. 4
7911 Turbo (Ninettal) desidiosus Rovereto, p. 144, pl. 3, fig. 8.
19J7 Turbo (Ninella) c[r. desidiosws Rovereto - Yenzo, p. 7A.
1991 Turbo (Ninella?) d,esidiosus Rovereto - Bonci et al., pp. 148-
1,49, pl. 1, fig.2.
Material. Dego (SV): the holotype of Turbo desidiosus
(Rovereto, 1914, p|.3, fig. 8), DSTRG 476|De-YII-CL2. (Rovereto
Collection) (the first whorls and part of the body whorl are missing;
shell only partially preserved with the body whorl mostly in the form
of an internal mould).
Description. Shell turbiniform, low-spired. The
only partially preserved whorl of the spire is convex and
slightly subanguiar in the adapicai part. Body whorl ra-
pidly expanding in height, reaching 90% of the shell
height, convex but subangular at the periphery. Base
only slightly convex. The body whorl ornamentation
consists of three reguiarly spaced spiral cords: the low-
ermost placed on the periphery, the adapical equidistant
from the suture and periphery. Growth lines dense and
prosocline.
Dimensions (mm): Nlf PD H hs hw D MSA
DSTRG 476/De-YIil-CL2 2.5 - 25.2+ 10.5'! 22.8'! 30.2"
Remarks. Rovereto (1914) dubiously assigned the
species to the subgenus Ninella. In our opinion the
specimen in hand corresponds sufficiently to Gray's
taxon on the basis of: 1) shell turbiniform, large and
depressed, 2) body whorl large, subangular at the
periphery, 3) base gently convex. The species of the sub-
genus Ninella are generally more sculptured, but the
very poor state of preservation of the studied specimen
hinders a good comparison of this feature.
Occurrence. Turbo desidiosus is a rare species
known with certainty only in the Oligocene of the T.PB.
(Rovereto, 1914). Yenzo (1937) assigned a specimen
from Chattian Glauconie Bellunesi (Belluno and Feltre
regions) to it, identified, however, only by comparison
and unfortunately not retraced in the coilection of the
Museum of the Universitv of Padua.
Turbo (Ninella) multicinctus Sacco, 1896
PI.5, Figs. 1,2
1861 Turbo Asmodei Brongniart - Michelotti, p. 94.
1889 Turbo Asmodei Brongniart - Sacco, N' 1772.
1889 Turbo Parkínsonl Basterot - Sacco, N'1729.
1896b Turbo (NineLla ?) multicincta Sacco, pt. 21,, p. 6, pl. 1, figs. 8a,
b, c.
1896b Eumargaùta c{r. Kickxii (Nyst) - Sacco, pt. 2t, p. 4a.
1900 Turbo (sect. NineLla ?) muhicinctus Sacco - Rovereto, p. 132.
7904 Nìnella? multicincta Sacco - Sacco, pt.30, p. 130.
1918 Turbo (NineLIa) multicincta Sacco - Cossmann, 11, p. 124.
198 4 Ninella mubicincfa Sacco - Ferrero Mortara et aI., p. 257 , pl. 45,
figs. 4, 5.
Material. Belforte (AL): 1 spm., DSTRG 2093/Ov-VII-S1,
Rovereto Collection; (the final part of the body whorl is missing)'
Dego (SV): the lectotype (herein designated) of Turbo muLticinctus
(Sacco, 1896b, pt. 21, pl. 1, fig. 8), MRSN B5.075.02.001; the illustra-
ted paralectotyp e o{ Twrbo multicinctus (Sacco, 1 896b, pt. 2 1, pl. 1, fig.
8b), MRSN BS.075.02.002; paralectotype of Turbo multicinctus Sacco,
MRSN BS. A75.A2.0A2/01. Shells in a poor state of preservation,
lacunose and lacking the aperture. Giusvalla (SV), locality Pian Frec-
cioso (Bric dei Dogli): 2 spms., MPUM 8409; 4 spms., MPUM 8410
(shells mostly juvenile, poorly preserved). Lerma (AL), locality Rio
delle Lavine: 1 spm., MPUM 8411 (shell mostly iuvenile, poorly pre-
served). Merana (AL), locality Rio dei Mori: 1 spm., MPUM 8412
(shell mostly juvenile, poorly preserved). Mioglia (SV), locality Sciri-
ti: 1 spm., MPUM 8113 (shell mostly juvenile, poorly preserued).
Mornese (AL): 2 spms., DSTRG 2094/Le-II-M7 (internal moulds
deformed, n'ith residue of shell). Squaneto (AL): 1 spm., MPUM 8414
(shell mostly juvenile, poorly preserved). T.PB. locality unknown: 2
spms., DSTRG 2A95/7.P.8.1 (shells slightly deformed, one with the
first whorls missing and the other with considerable lacunae in the
body whorl); 1spm., MRSN (shell deformed, lacunose and abraded).
The type from Belforte (Sacco, 1896b, pt.21, pl. 1, fig. 8c) in the Muse-
um of the University of Rome has not been found. The specimens from
Tagliolo and Colla assigned by Sacco (1896b) to Eumargarita cfr. kick-
xll (Nyst) and regarded by Rovereto (1900) as corroded shells ofTurbo
mwlticinctus are no longer present in the DSTRG collection.
Other locality of the T.PB. mentioned by Rovereto (1900):
Tagliolo (AL).
Description. Shell turbinate, with a conical spire.
Teleoconch whorls subangular at the abapical I/3 and
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convex adapically to the periphery. Surures linear,
incised. Body whorl about 80% of the shell height. Basal
angulation weak. Base genrly convex,without umbilicus.
The scuipture consists of dense, genrly nodose, spiral
cords, of nearly equal length, weaker on the spire and
stronger on the body whorl. The periphery of the base is
marked by a lerge corc.
Dimensions (mm): NW
MRSN BS. 075.02.001 4
(lectot,vpe)
MRSN BS. 075.02.AA2 2
PDHhsh-DMSA
- 34.55',21.7't 24.95 31.6'! 68.
- 2 8.8',: 1 4.8'! 23.8 3 9.55
Remarks. Sacco (1896b) stated that the dubious
assignment to the subgenus Ninella of Turbo is due to
the poor state of preservarion of the examples. The speci-
mens examined here can be attributed to this taxon
without any uncerrainty on the basis of: 1) shell
turbinate with teleoconch whorls subangular abapically,
2) well incised sutures, 3) body whorl large, subangular
at the periphery, 4) base slightly convex, omphalous, 5)
spire and body whorl sculptured with gently beaded, spi-
ral cords.
Turbo bellunezsis Vinassa de Regny, 1896 from the
Chattian of Belluno province is a closely related species
differing in that has narrower umbilicus and granular
spirals.
Occurrence. Turbo mubicinctus is only known in
the Oligocene of the T.PB.
Genus Bolma Risso, 1826
Bolma carinata (Borson, 1821)
Pl. s, Fig. 3
1821 Trochus carinatus Borson, p.330 (8a), pl.6 (2), fig.2.
1823 Trochus carìnatus Borson - Brongniart, p. 56, pl. 1, figg. 5a, b.
1 839 Trochus carinatus Borson - Lamarck, 3, p. 560, n. 12.
1840 Tiochus carinatus Borson - Bellardi & Michelotti, p. 68, pl. Z,
figs. 1O-1 1.
1 840 Tiochus labíosus Grateloup, pl. 1 3, figs. 5.-6
1842 Trochus carinatus Borson - Sismonda, p. 30.
1817 Turbo carinatus Borson - Michelotti, p. 125.
I lJ4- lurbo carinatus Borson - Sì'ntrnd.r, p. 18 .
1852 Trochus carinatus Borson - D'Orbigny, p. 43,26" èt., n. 629.
1855 Turbo carinatus Borson - Hórnes, p. 435, pl. 44, fig. 6.
1.896b Astralium (Ormastralium) carinatum (Borson) - Sacco, pt. 21,
pp. 1Z-18, pl.2, figs. 15a-g.
Fio I
l.;ù t
1.896b Astralium (Ormastralium) carìnatum (Borson) var. scalarata
Sacco, pt. 21, p. 18, plr.2, [ig. 17.
1896b Astralìum (Ormastralium) carinatum (Borsor-r) ver. elatissima
Sacco, pt. 21, p. 18, pl. 2, fig. 18.
1.896b Astralium (Ormastralium) cdrinatum (Borson) var. bolmoides
Sacco, pt. 21, p. 18, pl. 2, tig.22.
191.6 Bolma (Ormastralium) carìnata (Borson) - Cossmann Er Pey-
rot, 49 (3) , pp. I 86-187, pl. 6, figs. 5-8.
1918 Bolma (()rmastralium) carinatum (Borson) - Cossmann, 11, p.
155.
7962 Astraea (Ormastralium) carinata Borson - Glibert, p. 82.
1976 Astraea (Ormastralium) carìnata (Borson) - Pavia, p. 152, pl. 1,
figs. 1,3.
1984 Ormastralium carínatum (Borson) - Ferrero Mortara et rl., p.
262.
Material. T.PB. locality unknown: 1 spm., MICG PI 41 (shell
very \\rorn with the body whorl extremely lacunose).
The poorly presen'ed specimens of Ormastraliun from the
Upper Rupelian-Lower Chattian of Dego, related dubiously by Sacco
(1 896b) to thesc species, are no longer presenr in rhe DSTRG collection.
Specimens of Miocene of the Colli Torinesi (TO): The lec-
torype of Astraea cdrínata illustrated by Sacco ( 1 8 96b, pt. 21, pl. 2, Íig.
15a?) and Pavia (1976, pl. t, fìg. 1a-d), MRSN BS.OZs.09.O22 bis (Bor-
son Collection); the paralectotype of Astraea cdrindtrl illustrated b,v
Sacco (1896b, pt. 21, pl. 2, fie. without number; Pavia erroneously
referred this figure to the lectotl.pe) and Pavia (1976, pil. 1, fig. 3),
MRSN 8S.075.09.A22 rcr (Borson Collection); another specimen illus-
trated by Sacco (1896b), MRSN 85.075.09.022 (fig. 15c of Sacco).
Shells in a good state of preseruation. 4 spms. (opercula) illustrated by
Sacco, MRSN 8S.075.09.021, 021, A25, 026 (Sacco, 1896b, pt. 21, pl.Z,
figs. 1 5d, e, f, g) (excellenr state of preservation). The lectotype of var.
scalarata, MRSN B S.0/5.09. 03 1 (Sacco, 1 896b, pt. 21, pl. 2, fig. 1 Z) ; the
paralectotypes of var. scalarata, 5 spms., MRSN B 5.025.09.03 1/O 1 ; thc
lectotl'pe of var. elatissima, MRSN BS.O/5.09.032 (Sacco, 1896b, pt.
2\, pl.2, fìg. 18); the paralectotypes of the var elatissima,4 spms.,
MRSN 85.025.A9.A32/A1; the holotl'pe of var. bolmoides Sacco,
BS.025.09.033 (Sacco, 1896b, pt.21, pl. 2.,tig.22); the lectotype ofvar.
perrotunda, Rovasenda Collection, MRSN BS.OZ5.O9.O32bis (Sacco,
1 896b, pt. 2 1, p. 1 8, pl. 2., fig. 20); the paralectotype of tar. perrorun-
da, Rovasenda Collection, MRSN 8S.075.C9.032bìs /01. Shells ìn a
good state of preservation. 1 spm., MRSN P5.A75.A9.A26/A1; 8/ spms.,
MRSN BS.075.A9. A26/A2-A5 (shells generallv abraded and lacunose),
/1 spms. (opercula), MRSN 8S.025.A9.A26/06.
Dimensions (mm): N\l PD H hs hrv D MSA
NIRSN 85.025.09.022 bis 1 2 28.5 15 22.5 36.2 84'
(lectotype)






3 24.6 10 19.6 36 82.
- 27.2't 13.75't 22 34 90.
- 3'+. 1 21.1 13 36.9 8.+'
r.6 37.1 22.5 14.6 38.1 66"
- 16.1't 7.3't 9.1 26.9 89.
t.5 16.8" 9.9" 6.9 26.5 82.
PLATE 5
- Turbo (.Ninella) multìcinctus Sacco, 1896. Lectotl,pe. Dego (SV). MRSN BS.OZ5.02.OOt; a) rbapcrrr-rral sidc. b) apertural sìde. Repro-
duced frorn Fcrrero et al. (1984, pl. +S, fig. 4).
- Turbo (.Ninella) multicinctus Sacco, 1896. Paralectotype. Dego (SV). MRSN 8S.075.02.002; basc. Reproduced from Ferrero et al. (198.+,
pl. a5, fig. s).
- Bolma carinata (Borson, 1821). T. P B. locality unknown. MICG PI4l; a) abapertural side, b) top view.
- Twrbinidae ind. T. P B. locality unknown. MICG PI42; a) top view, b) apertural side, c) abapertural side.
- Trochidae ind. Carcare (SV). MICG PI48; apertural side.
Fio ì
Fio l
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Dimensions (mm): thìckness D max D min
MRSNBS.O/5.A9.A23-A26 3-3.75 12.3-14 9.7-11.7
Remarks. The species is well known, clearly defi-
ned, and does not require further descriptive remarks.
The specimen from the Calasanzio collection is
assigned to this species on the basis of: 1) shell turbinate
with a conicai spire, 2) spire whorls carinate abapically.
flat near the periphery and gently convex near the adapi-
cal suture, 3) carina with small spines.
The varieties scalarata, elatissima, bolmoides and
perrotwnda established by Sacco (1896b), all with identi-
cal stratigraphic (Middle Miocene) and geographic
(Colli Torinesi) distribution, represent nothing more
than the normal range of variability of the species. With
regard to the varieties intercincta and rotwndornata (all
established by Sacco), as it has not been possible to find
the specimens studied by Sacco the question remains
unresoived.
Sacco (1896b) assigned the Borson species to the
genrs Astralìutn Li,nk, 1802 subgenus Ormastralium
Sacco, 1896. Cossmann (1918) ranks Ormastralìwm as a
subgenus of Bolma, Beu 8c Ponder (1979) do not recog-
nize the validity of this subgenus and place all species of
Ormastraliwm in the genus Bolma.
The species studied is clearly assigned to the genus
Bolma on the basis of: 1) shell turbinate, 2) two angula-
tions that bear spines on the last whorl (and one on the
spire whorls), 3) a simple columellar callus which
spreads over much of the base.
A subspecies o{ Bolma carinata is discussed later
in this paper.
Occurrence. Bolma carinata is known almost
exclusively from the Miocene of Piedmont (Cossmann,
1918; Pavia, 1,976).Its presence in the Oligocene of the
T.PB. indicated by Sacco (1896b), even if with some
uncertainty, is now confirmed by the Ighina Collection
soe cimen.
Turbinidae ind.
Pl. s, Fig. a
Material. T.PB. locality unknown: 1 spm. MiCG PI 42 (inter-
nal mould with traces of the inside stratum of the shell).
Description. Shell turbinate with a wide spiral angle
and a conical spire of three whorls. Protoconch not pre-
served. Spire whorls only slightiy convex. Body whorl
averaging 2/3 of the shell height, angular at the periph-
ery. Base almost flat.
Remarks. No attempt has been made to assign the
present specimen to a species because of its quite poor
state of preservation.
Family Trochidae Rafinesque, 1815
Subfamily Trochinae Rafinesque, 1 8 15
Tribe Trochini Rafinesque, 1815
Genus Tectus Mont[ort, 1810
Tectus plicatoides (Sacco, 1896)
Pl. 6, Fig. 3
18966 Trocbus (Tectus) lucasianuzs Brongniart var. plicatoides Sacco, pt.
21., p.20, pl. 2, fig. 28.
1900 Trochus (sect. Tbctus) Lucasianzs Brongniart var. plicatoides
Sacco - Rovereto, p. 131.
I9A4 Tectus Lucasianus (Brongniart) var. plicatoides Sacco - Sacco, pt.
30, p. 131.
1918 Tèctus plicatoides Sacco - Cossmann, 11, p. 183.
Material. Dego (SV): 2 spms., MICG PI 43 (the protoconch
and aperture are missing; shells wìth some signs of abrasion and disso-
lution, but in general in quite a good state of preseroation; one of the
two specimens is deformed). Mioglia (SV): the lectotype (herein des-
ignated) of Trochus Lucasianus var. plicatoides =Tectus plicatoides
(Sacco) (Sacco, 1896b, pt. 21, pL.2, fig. 28), DSTRG 1895/ M-III-M9
(the protoconch and aperture are missing; shell slightly deformed,
with the first whorls of the spire in a poor state of preservation); 1
spm., DSTRG 2A96/M-III-M3Z (shell extremely deformed and
Iacunose; we cannot determine whether this specimen belongs to the
original material studied by Sacco). Sacco (1896b) quoted the var. plì-
catoides from several localities.
Dimensions lmm): N\l PD H hs hw D MSA
DSTRG 1895/M-III-M/9 4.5 - 28't 1.8.2't 2.7 26.7
Remarks. The variety plicatoides designated by
Sacco (1896b), and noted only in the Oligocene of the
T.PB., can be differentiated from the Brongniart species
as the sculpture consists of an abapical spiral row of lit-
tle pronounced knots and subnodose oblique plicatures





Clanculus cerberi (Brongniart, 1823). Holotype of Leptotbyra prosangwinea Sacco, 1896. Sassello (SV). MRSN BS. 075.03.002; a) top
view, b side, c) apertural side.
GibbuLa (Gibbula) negLecta (Mtchelotti, 1861). Illustrated specimen in Sacco (1896, pt. 21,p|.3, fig. aOb"). Dego (SV). MRSN BS.
076.a9.A11,; a abapertural side, b) base, c) apertural side, d) top view.
Tectws plicatoides (Sacco, 1896). Lectotype. Mioglia (SV). DSTRG 1895/M-III-M9; a) abapertural side, b) apertural side, c)-d) details
of the sculpture.
Tectus lucasianws (Brongniart, 1 823). Veneto Region, Province of Vicenza. Museum of the University of Padoa, Catullo Collection 7 543;
detail of the sculpture. Photo by Mr. S. Castelli.
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Tectus lucasianws (spectes noted in the Middle-Upper
Eocene of Savoia and Bavarian and in the Upper Eocene-
Oligocene of Venetian Region and Aquitanian Basin) the
whorls are scuptured with spiral rows of oval tubercles
(Pl. 6, Fig. a).
In view of the peculiar ornamentation and of the
diverse geographical distribution, we propose rhe
Oligocene form as a valid species. Tectus is now consid-
ered a valid genus (see Hickman 8c Maclean, 1990) .
Occurrence. Tbctus plicatoldes is known only in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896b; Rovereto, 19OO) .
Tectus insignis (Michelotti, 1861)
Pl. 7, Fig. 1
1861 Tiochus insignis Michelotti, pp. 9O-91, pl. 10, figs. 6-7.
1889 Trochus ìnsignis Michelotti - Sacco, N. 1292.
1896b Trocbus (Tectus) ìnsignis (Michelotri) - Sacco, pt. 21, p.21, pl.
2, fig.31.
1918 Tectus insignis Michelotti - Cossmann, 11, p. 183
Material. T.PB. locality unknoq.'n: 1 spm., MICG PI ,14 (the
first rvl'rorls are mìssing. Internal mould, slightlv deformed, with
marked traces of the sculpture). It is of nore thar the rype of Miche-
lotti in the Rome collection material being apparently lost, this speci-
men stands as the unique available represenrative of Tectus insignis.
Remarks. The poorly preserved specimen in hand
seems to conform to the description of Tectws insignis in
that it exhibits: 1) conical shape, 2) flat whorls sculp-
tured with dense, almost equal spiral grooves, 3) base
with a wide, deep. funnel-shaped umbilicus. Sacco
(1896b) observed that this form, of which he had found
only one incomplete specimen, is reminiscent of the 1iv-
rngTectus obeliscws Gmelin 1789 (: Tectus pyramis Born,
1778) from the Indo-Pacific, but the iiving species has a
marked collabral sculpture, not spiral grooves.
Occurrence. Tectus insignls is only known in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896b; Cossmann, 1918).
Genus Clanculws Montfort, 1810
Clanculus cerberi (Brongniart, 1823)
Pl. 6, Fìg. 1
1 823 Monodonta Cerberi Brongnìerr, pp. 53-5a, pl. 2, figs. 5a-b.
1 865 Trochus Cerberi Brongniart - von Schauroth , p. 223.
1896b Leptothyra prosanguínea Sacco, pt. 21, p. 7, pl. 1, fig. i0 (2
figs.).
1900 Iurbo (Leptorhyra) prosanguineas Sacco (.an T. Cerberi Brong-
niart) - Roverero, pp. 132-133.
1900 Clanculus CerberiBrongniart - Oppenhcin, p. 283.
1904 LePtothyrd prosanguinea Sacco - Sacco, pt. 30, p. 130.
1914 Clanculus Cerberi Brongniart - Rovereto, p. 144.
1918 Leptothyra prosanguinea Sacco - Cossmann, 11, p. 129.
199A Clanculus cerberi (Brongniart) - Baglioni Mavros, p. 232.
Material. Pontinvrea-Mioglia area (SV): 1 spm., MPS 790 (the
protoconch and the aperture are missìng). Sassello (SV): the holotype
oÍ Leptotlryra prosanguinea 
- 
Clanculus cerberi (Sacco,1896b, pt. 21,
p. 7, pl. 1,fig. 10), MRSN BS.075.03.002 (the protoconch is missing).
T.PB. ìocality unknox'n: 1 spm., MPS 586 (shell almost complete). The
specimens studied by Rovereto in the Museum of Genoa are lost.
Description. Shell sma1l, rounded-conical; spire
whorls convex, meeting at linear incised surures. Body
whorl about 4/5 of the shell height, rounded ar the
periphery. Base lightly convex. Aperture elliptical,
oblique. Outer lip prosocline; inner lip poorly preserved.
Umbilical area covered by sediment. All the whorls are
sculptured with dense, regular, fine spiral cords.
Dìmensions (mm):
MRSN BS.075.03.002
N\(/ PD H hs hw D MSA
3', - 8+ 4.65',t 6.55 9 79"
Remarks. Sacco (1896b) established the new
species Leptothyra prosanguinea on rhe basis of a single
specimen, which was, by his own admission, incomplete.
He assumed that this could be rhe ancesrral form of
Pliocene-Recent Leptothyra sanguinea Linnaeus, 1766
from Vest France and Mediterranean or even a variety of
the same. At the same time, the author did not exclude
the possibility of comparing it to Monodonta cerberi
admitting that the incompleteness of rhe specimen did
not allow "a certain comparison". Roverero (1900), indi-
cating the frequent occurrence of this form at S. Giusti-
na, and though still defining rt as Leptothyra prosan-
guinea, considered that in realiry it was probably the
Brongniart species. Later, in 1914, he opted definitively
for the assignment to Clanculus cerberi (Monodonta cer-
beri : Clanculus cerberi, as already assumed by Oppen-
heim, 1900). The author concurred with Oppenheim's
opinion on the basis of the presence of a typical colu-
mellat tooth. lJnfortunately the poor srare of preserva-
tion of the inner lip of the only specimen in hand hin,
ders the observation of these fearure, but the srrongly
oblique aperture and the base excavared in the middle
are typical of the genus Clanculus. However in our opin-
ion this form can be assigned to rhe Brongniart species
on the basis of: 1) shape of the shell, 2) elliptical oblique
aperture, 3) sharp, prosocline outer lip.
Occurrence. Clanculus cerberi is known in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896b; Rovereto, 1900,
1914) and in the Middle Eocene to Middie Oligocene of
the Venetian Region (Baglioni Mavros, 1990).
Tribe Gibbulini Stoliczka, 1868
Genus Gibbula Risso, 1826
Subgenus Gibbula s. str.
Gibbula (Gibbula) neglecta (Michelotti, 1861)
Pl. 6, Fig. 2
1861 Turbo neglectus Michelotti, p. 94, pl. 10, figs 17-19.
1889 Twrbo neglectus Michelotti - Sacco, N. 1773.
1896b Gibbula (Gibbula) neglectaMrchelotti - Secco, pr.21, p. 31,
pl. 3, fiss. a0 (3 fiss.)-aob (3 figs.).
1918 Gibbula (Gibbula) neglecta (Mtchelotti) - Cossmann, 1 l, p. 230.
194A Gibbula neglecta Michelotti - Noszky, p. 7.
1984 Gibbula neglecta (Mrchelotti) - Ferrero Mortara et a1., p. 267.
Material. Carcare (SV): 2 spms., MICG PI 45 (shells in a poor
state of preservation, with the final part of the bodl' whorl missing).
Dego (SV): the specin-rens oÍ Gibbula neglecta rlltstrated by Sacco
(Sacco, 1896b, pt. 21, pl. 3, figs. 
'fOb', 40b", 40b"'), 3 spms., MRSN BS.
A76.A9.A1A,.011, .012; 9 spms., MRSN BS. 076.A9.012101. Shells in a
poor state o{ preseruation. Dego (SV), locality Costa Luparr: 1 spm.,
MRSN 21112101, Ricci thesis (shell in a poor stare of preservarion.
Dego (SV), locality Costa Lupara (Case Ciappeiroli): 4 spms., MPUM
8415 (shells in a poor state of preservation). T.PB. locality unknown:
1 spm, MRSN TO.TG.001; (protoconch and aperture are missìng;
shell deformed and with some lacunae).
The syntypes from Dego, illustrated by Sacco (1896b, pt. 21,
pl. 3, figs. 40) and belonging to rhe Museum of Rome, are missing; the
available relevant material is represented by the topotypes in the
MRSN coìlection.
Other localities of the T.PB. mentioned by Sacco (1896b):
Pareto (AL), Cassinelle (AL), Mornese (AL).
Dimensions (mrn): N\7 PD H hs hw D MSA
MRSN BS. 076.09.A1,0 5 2.2 12.35 7 8.75 16.6 84"
MRSN BS. 076.09.A11 4 - 77.7't 6.3',? 8.7 15.4 79"
MRSN BS. 076.09.012 3 - 8.3',: 3.85',! 6.3 11.8 81"
Remarks. The present species is well known, clear-
ly defined, and does not requires further descriptive
remarks. The specimens in hand were identified, without
problems, on the basis of these diagnostic characteris-
tics: 1) shell turbiniform with conical spire; 2) spire
whorls angulate, with a narrow subhorizontal subsutur-
al shelf; 3) whorls sculptured on the shoulder with a spi-
ral row of tubercles and on the abapical part, on rhe
periphery and on the base with regular spiral cords; 4)
umbilicus margin strongly marked by a carìna.
Gibbula neglecta is closely related to rhe Lare
Miocene to Recent Gibbwla (G.) magus (Linnaeus, 1758)
from Mediterranean and Red Sea, the rype species of rhe
genus Gibbula and differs from it in that lacks the basal
angulation.
Occurrence. Gibbwla neglecta is only noted in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896b) and in the
Rupelian of Hungary (Noszky, 1940).
Subgenus Colliculus Monterosato, 1888
Gibbula (Colliculus) apenninica Sacco, 1896
Pl.7,Fig.2
1896b Gibbuk (Pborculellus) apenninicus Sacco, pt. 21, pp.35-36, pl.
4, figs. 9a-e.
1984 Phorculellus apenninnicum Sacco - Ferrero Morrara et aJ.. p.
269,pL.47, figs.7-8.
Maierial. Cassinelle (AL): the lectotype (herein designated) of
Gìbbula apenninica (Sacco, 1896b, pt.21, pl. a, fig.9c) MRSN BS.
076.'13.003; the illustrated paralectotypes of Gibbula apenninica
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(Sacco, 1896b, pr.21.,pL.4, figs. 9a, b) 2 spms., MRSN BS. A76.ú.AA1,
002. The apertures are missing; shells in a poor starc of presen'ation,
with some lacunae and abrasions. Giusvalla (SV), localiry Pian Frec-
cioso (Bric dei Dogii):2 spms. MPUM 8416 (only' one shell is rela-
tively v.ell preserued).
Dimensions (mm): N\í PD H hs hw D MSA
MRSN BS. A76.n.Aú 5 2 9 6 5.7 10 74"
(lectotvpe)
MRSN 8S.076.13.001 4 2.6 10.9 7.8 5.9 1.A.65 61.'
MRSN BS. 076.13.AA2 4 2 9 5.8 5.8 10 72"
Remarks. The present species is clearly defined on
the basis of: 1) shell small, turbinare, with a conical
spire; 2) spire whorls only slightly convex, meeting
along not very impressed sutures; 3) body whorl suban-
gular at the periphery, about 2/3 of the shell height; 4;
base nearly flat with a narroq deep funnel-shaped
umbilicus; 5) aperture oblique, subquadrangular; 6)
outer iip markedly prosocline; 7) teleoconch and base
sculpture consisting of spiral, slightly beaded cords
(four-five on the whorls; six-seven on the base).
Sacco (1896b) linked this species to the group of
Phorculellws pbilberti Recluz, 1843 (ex Pborculellws oilli-
czs (Philippi)) from Pleistocene-Recent of the Mediter-
ranean and compared it also to Phorculellus rhenanus
(Mérian, 1853) a species from the Rupelian-Chattian of
Mainz Basin (Germany). In our opinion Sacco's species
differs from Phorculellus pbilberti (: Gibbwla (Phorcws)
pbilberti) in that the shell is more depressed, the whorls
are slightly convex (not flat in the subsurural zone) and
the aperture is longer and more oblique. It can also be
distinguished {rom Pborculellus rbenanws (: Jujwbinus
(Strigosella) rhenana) by the lower spire, the deep and
well developed umbilicus and the longer and more
oblique aperture.
Sacco (1896b) assigned this species to the sub-
genus Phorcwlellws now considered synonymous s/ith
the genus Phorcus Risso, 1826. 'We assign the species to
the subgenus Collicwlus on the basis of: 1) small shell, 2)
whorls not shouldered near the suture, 3) outer lip
inclined at 45o on the surure.
Occurrence. Gibbula apenninica is noted only in
the Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896b).
Subgenus Pborcus Risso, 1826
Gibbula (Phorcus) sp.
Pl. 7, Fig. 3
Material. Giusvalla (SV), locality Pian Freccioso (Bric dei
Dogli): 4 spms., MPUM 8417-8478 (shells in a poor srate of preserva-
tion). Mornese (AL), iocality Cascina Mezza Monta: 1 spm., MPUM
8419 (shells in a poor state of presenation).
Description. Shell small, turbiniform, rather wider
than high. Spire whorls convex, meeting along
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impressed sutures. Body whorl about 3/4 of the shell
height, conlex at the periphery. Sculpture, visible only
on the body whorl. consisting of frne. dense. spiral
threads. Base rvith a small umbilicus.
Remarks. The turbiniform phaneromphalous shell
is clearly gibbuline. The small umbilical cavity along
with the low but distinct spirals point toward the
assignement to the subgenus Pborcus of Gibbu/a. The
shells in hand seem not fit in satisfactorily with the
characters of any Gibbula's species deait with in the
available literature. The Pliocene Gibbwla (Phorcus) dis-
tefanoi Crema, 1903 from Calabria region appears to be
the most closely related taxon differing mainly in that
has a subangular periphery of the body whor1. The Early
Miocene Gibbula (Phorcus) taurolaez,is Sacco, 1896b
from Colli Torinesi is similar too, but has a smooth shell
with a rvider, deep umbilicus.
Subfamily Calliostomatinae Thiele, 1924
Genus Calliostoma Swainson, 1840
Calliostoma boscianum (Brongniart, 1823)
Pl. 7, Fig. s
1823 Trocbus boscianas Brongniart, p.56, pl.2, fìg. 11.
1825 T'ochus boscianas Brongniart - Basterot, p. 33.
1839 Trochus Boscianzs Brongniart - Lanrarck, r.3. p. 560, n. 13.
1812 Trocbws Boscianzs Brongniart - Sismonda, p. 29.
1861 Trocbus Noe (non D'Orbigny) - Michelotti, p. 90.
1865 Trochus Boscianzs Brongniart - von Schauroth, p.221.
1889 Trochus Noe D'Orbigny - Sacco, N' 1791.
lS95 Trochus bos.ianus Brongni:rr - R:ulin. p. 552.
1.896b CaLliostoma (Ampullotrochus) c[r. boscianus (Brongniart) -
Sacco, pt. 21, p. 45.
1900 Tiochus boscianzs Brongniart - Oppenheim, p. 282.
1900 Calliostoma Bosciana Brongniart - Rovereto, p. 132.
1904 Ampullotrochus boscianus (Brongniart) - Sacco, pt. 30, p. 131.
1.91A Trochus Boscianas Brongniart - Kranz, p. 228.
1918 Tectus (Tectws) boscianus (Brongniart) - Cossmann, 11, p. 183,
pl. 11, fig. l.
1.973 Callìostoma boscìanus (Brongniart) - Colettì et al., p. 8, tab. 3.
1973 Calliostoma boscianwm (Brongniart) - Turco, p. Z, pl. 1, figs.
l--ls.
Material. Carcare (SV): 1 spm., DSTRG"2098/CM-VIi-Cl
(shell deformed due to lateral crushing of part of the body whorl; the
aperture is missing; it could be the specimen studied by Rovereto in
1900). Mioglia (SV): 1 spm., DSTRG 2099/M-III-M39 (the fìrst
u.horls of the spire and the aperture are missing; the shell is corroded
and encrusted with sediment). T.PB. locality unknos'n: 1 spm., MICG
PI 4/ (shell poorly preserved, lacunose in thc bodv r-horr;.
Other localities of the T.PB. mentioned b,v Sacco (1896b):
Cassinelle (AL), Giusvalla (SV).
Description. Shell conical. Spire whorls angular, flat
adapically to the periphery and with the periphery
placed at the abapic al 1/3. Body whorl about 1/3 of the
shell height, with a strong basal angulation. Base almost
flat,without umbilicus. Teleoconch sculpture consisting
of spiral cords: the two adapical ones beaded and the
abapical one at the periphery nodose. The periphery is
marked by a stronger nodose spiral cord. On the body
whorl the two adapical beaded spiral cords are stronger
and the periphery is marked by a doubie nodose spiral
cord. Base sculpture not preserved.
Remarks. On the basis of these characteristics the
specimens in hand can be assigned to the Brongniart
species) despite the poor state of preservation. The
sculpture features are consistent with the assignment to
the genus Calliostoma Swainson.
Rovereto (1900), referring to the specimen he coÌ-
lected, confirmed the presence of this species in the
Upper Rupelian-Lower Chattian and mentioned that
Grateloup (1840) illustrated a form similar to Callios'
toma boscianwm in the Oligocene of Gaas (p1. 13, figg.
i0-11).
n ^^"'-^^^^ 
'-tt.iostoma boscianum is noted in thevvuur r Er tvv. vutL
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896b; Rovereto, 1900),
in the Early Oligocene of the Venetian Region (Castel-
gomberro, Sangonini) (Coletti et al., 1973), and in the
Oligocene of the Aquitanian Basin (Gaas) (Grateloup,
1840; Raulin, 1895).
Trochidae ind.
Pl. 5, Fig. s
Material. Carcare (SV): 1 spm., MICG PI 48 (the apical whorls
and aperture are missing; shell slìghtly deformed and corroded).
Description. Shell trochiform, slightly crushed lat-
erally, consisting of three half whorls of the spire and the
body whorl. The spire whorls are sculptured in the
adapical half by three spiral cords, the central one of
which is more pronounced and clearly nodose. Sculpture
of the body whorl scarcely visible, consisting of four
PLATE 7
Fig. 1 - Tectus ìnsignis (Michelotti, 1S61). T. P B. localiry unknown. MICG PI44; a) aperturai side, b) detail of the spire.
Fig.2 - Gibbula (Colliculus) dpenninica Sacco, 1896. Paralectotypes. Cassineile (AL). MRSN BS.076.13.003; a) base. MRSN 85,0/6.i3.001; b)
abapcrtural side, c) apertural side. Reproduced from Ferrero et al. (1894, pl. 1/, figs. 7-8).
Fig. 3 - Gtbbula (Pborcus) sp. Giusr.alla (SV) localit,v Pian Freccioso, Bric dei Dogli. MPUM 8417; a) abapertural side, b) base, c) top view.
Fìg.4 - Gíbbula (Colliculus) adansoni (Payraudeau, 18201. Prralectotl-pe of the var. taurinensis Sacco, 1896. Colli Torinesì (TO). MRSN
83.026.14.002; a) top view, b) base, c) apertural side. l
Fig'5-Calliostoma(Ampul/otrochus)boscianum(Brongniart,1823).Carcare(SV).DSTRG2098/CM-VII.C1;abaperturalside.
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equidistant spiral cords, the second and fourth being
nodose. Base slightly convex with faint traces of spiral
cords.
Remarks. The ornamentation resembles that of
Calliostoma boscianum, but the convex-angled form of
the whorls, which does not seem due to deformation,
does not allow us identification with this species. The
shell in hand may belong to an undescribed species but
any decision in this respect must await the examination
of other, better-preserved specimens.
Archaeogastropoda ind.
Material. T.PB. location unknown: 2 spms., MICC PI 50
(internal moulds with traces of shcll; specimens cxtrcmely crushed,
fractured and lacunose).
Remarks. Shells turbiniform with angular whorls.
Ornamentation not visible. The aperture and part of the
last whorl are missing. The very poor state of preserva-
tion hinders any assignment.
Middle Miocene taxa from Colli Torinesi.
In the following are considered four taxa men-
tioned and described by Sacco (1896b) in the Oligocene
of various localities of the T.PB but no longer found in
the Oligocene collections examined in the course of this
revision. These taxa (Bolma carinata prohenica Sacco,
1896, Gibbula (Colliculus) adansoni (Payraudaeu , 1826),
Gibbula ffinis protumida Sacco,1896 and Antalis bowei
Deshayes, 1825) have been found in the Middle Miocene
("Helvetian") material from the Colli Torinesi (Province
of Turin). Sacco (1896b, 1897) mentioned other two
taxa (Calliostoma oligocenicum Sacco,1896 and Fissiden-
talìwm c[r. catulloi Vinassa de Regny, 1896) but no spec-
imens have been found.
SCAPHOPODA
Antalis bouei (Deshayes, 1825)
Pl. 8, Fig. 4
1825 Dentalium BoueiDeshayes, p.355-56, pl. 18, fig. E.
1817 Dentalium Bozel Deshayes - Sismonda, p.24 (pars).
1847 Dentalìum Bozel Deshayes - Michelotti, p. 141, 142 (pars).
1852 Dentalium Bozei Deshaycs - D'Orbignl-, p.9,1 (pars),26'ét.,
n" 175a.
1856 Dentalium.Bozei Deshayes - Hórnes, p.653, pI.50, iig.31.
1861 Dentalium Bouzel Deshayes - Michelotti, p. 136 (pars).
1869 Dentalium BoueiDeshaves - Manzonì, p.25.
1 889 Dentalium Bottei Deshayes - Sacco, N' 1 72 1 (pars).
1897 Dentaliwm (Antale) Bouei Deshayes - Sacco, pt. 22, p. 98-99,
pl. 8, figs. 6-12.
1897. DentaLiwm (Antale) Bouei Deshayes \àr. tdurdsperd, perlaevis,
taurogracìÌis Sacco - Sacco, pr.22, p.99, pl. 8, figs. 1,1-21.
1907 Antale Bouei Deshaves - Sacco, p.9.
1.9A9 Dentalium (Antale) -Bozez Deshayes - Bellìni, p. 225.
1.914 Dentalium BoueiDeshayes - Gripp, p. 10, pl. 1, figs. ,t-5.
1916 Dentalium (Antale) Boael Deshayes - Cossmann & Peyrot, 3,
p.7;2, pl. 1, figs. 17-18.
1915 Dentalium BoueiDeshayes - Gripp, p.21.
191.6 Dentalium BoueiDeshal,es - Stefanini, p. 103.
19\7 Dentalium (Antahs) boueìDeshayes - Dalloni, p. 114.
1936 Dentalium (Antalts) bouei Deshayes - Noszk,v, p. 82.
1972 Dentalium (Antah) bouei Desb.ryes - Robba, p. 492, pl. 58,
fig. 7.
L979 Dentaliwm (Antalts) bouei Deshayes - Caprotti, p. 228, pl. +,
fig. 1.
199A Dentalium (Antalts) boueiDeshayes - Baglioni Mavros, p. 2,{9.
1991, Antali cfr-boueì (Deshles) - Pavia, p. i14, pl. 1, figs. 11-12;
r1g. J.
Malerial. The spec:imens illustrated by Sacco (Sacco, 1897, pt.
22, pl. 8, figs. /, 8, 9), MRSN BS.106.02.005-006-007; 34 spms. (Villa
Forzano), MRSN BS.106.02.Aa71A\ 36 spms., MRSN 8S.106.02.007/
02; the lectotype (herein designated) of var. perlaet,is (Sacco, 1892, pl.
8, fig. 18) MRSN 8S.106.a2.012;1.4 spms. (var. taurogracilisS,MF.SN
BS.106.02.014/01. Baldissero 1AL): the non jllustruted paralectotypes
o{ tar. perlaertis, 25 spms., MRSN BS.106.A2.A121A7. Cellanronte
Casalese (AL): 1 spm., MRSN BS.106.A2.AA7/A3. Locality unknown:
28 spms., MRSN 8S.106.02.AA7/A1. All the material consists of shells
in a poor to quite good state of preservation, often lacunose.
Material of the Middle Miocene (Badenian) from Baden (Aus-
tria) - The topotype of Dentalium bouei illustrated by Sacco (1897,pt.
22, pl. 8, fig 6) and Pavia (1991, pl. 2, figs. 5a-c), MRSN BS.106.02.004
(shell in a good state of preservation).
Descriplion. Shell elongate, tubular, tapering, only
slightly curved. Section subcircular, gently depressed
dorsally. Sculpture consisting of dense, regular, fine lon-
gitudinal ribs. Growth lines fine and dense.
Dìmensions (mm): I ha
MRSN 85.106.02.005 54.5'! 2
MRSN B5.106.02.006 66 1.2
MRSN 85.106.02.007 30'! 2:l
MRSN 85.106.02.012 54.s',: 2.2







Remarks. \fle concur with Robba (1972) that the
three varieties of Sacco (tawraspera, perlaevis anà tauro-
gracilis) are not so clearly distinct as to identify forms
different from the species. Robba (1972) points out the
differences, already mentioned by Sacco (1897),
between these species and Antalis interrwpta Schróter,
1794 from the Upper Miocene of Norrhern haly and
Vienna Basin: longitudinal, nearly equal, thin and regular
ribs instead of stronger ribs alternating with 1-2 weaker
riblets. Sacco (189/) regards Dentalium intermedium
F{órnes, 1875, from Langhian of Ottnang (Austrian) as
a variety o{ Antalis bouei.Ve concur with Robba (1972)
who, on the basis of the analysis of the original illustra-
tion and description, affirmed that this species seems
very close to the Deshayes taxon.
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Occurrence. Antalis bouei is nored in the
Oligocene of the T.PB. (Michelotti, 1861; Sacco, 1892;
Robba, 1972), in the Oligocene of the Algerian West
(Dalloni, 1,916) and of Hungary (Noszky, 1936), in the
Early Miocene of Czechoslovakia (Robba, 1,972), in rhe
Early and Middle Miocene of the Paris Basin, the Vienna
Basin (Baglioni Mavros, l99A) and the North Sea
(Gripp, 1915), in the Langhian of Veneto (Stefanini,
1916), in the Middle Miocene of Piedmont and the
Aquitanian Basin (Robba, 7972), in the Tortonian of
Piedmont (Robba, 1972) and the Modena andPiacenza
areas (Beilini,19A9), in the Messinian of Borelli (Turin)
(Pavia, 1991). Bellini (1909) also mentioned it in the
Pliocene oI the Emilia resion.
ARCHAEOGASTROPODA
Bslma carinata (Borson, 1821)
subsp. prohenica Sacco, 1896
Pl. 8, Fig. 2
1.896b Astralium (Ormastralium) carìnatwm (Borson) var. prohenica
Sacco, pt. 21, p. 18, pl. 2, figs. l6a,16b ( 2 figs.), 16c (2 figs.),
1ód. (2 figs.).
198.+ Ormastralium carinatum (Borson) var. prohenica Sacco - Fer-
rero et aI., p. 262.
Material. The lectotype (herein designated) oî Astralium cari-
ndtum v^r. prohenica (Sacco, 1896b, pt. 21, p|.2, fig. 16c') MRSN
BS.A7 5.09.029; the illustrated paralectotypes oÍ Astralium carinatum
var. prohenica (Sacco, 1896b, pt.21, pl.2, figs. 16 b', b", c"),3 spms.,
MRSN B5.075.A9.A27, .A28,.030. The protoconchs and the apertures
are missìng as well as part of the spines of the ornamentation. Other
paralectotypes, 20 spms., MRSN BS.0Z5.A9.A3A/ú (shells in a poor
state of preservation).
Mention by Sacco (1896b) in the T.PB.: Dego (SV).
Description. Shell turbinate with conical spire
about 3/7 of the shell heisht. Teleoconch whorls flat
*ith a wide abapic"l .r.l.rr. Sutures only slightly
impressed. Body whorl abou 77"/" of the shell height,
angulated, flat adapically to the carinate periphery. Basal
anguiation prominenf. Space between peripheral and
basal angulation flat. Base almost f1at, without umbili-
cus. Basal callus narrow, covering about 1,/3 of the base.
The first teleoconch whorl is sculptured only by dense,
fine costelia. On the second whorl a sculpture consisting
of rows (four and, after, five) of small beaded spirals
starts. The abapical carina bears rather long (probably
curved) spines and is sculptured with fine and dense
cords curved toìilard the base of the spines. The space
between periphery and basal angulation bears one spirai
cord, which after 1,/3 of the whorl becomes double and
beaded. The basal angulation is slightly beaded. Abapi-
cally to it six beaded spiral cords are counred (the two
near the callus are stronger).
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Remarks. After comparison with many specimens
of Bolma carinata (species previously dicussed in this
paper) from the MRSN collection we distinguish this
form as a subspecies on the basis of: 1) teleoconch
whorls with a wide carina bearing rather long spines, 2)
sculpture consisting of beaded spiral cords. This form is
very similar to the living Bolma henica (Watson, 1885)
from deep water off Australia (see also the observation
of Sacco, 1896b), but it differs in that it has slightly
impressed sutures, spire whorls not angled and oniy six
spirals on the base. On the contrary, the Watson species
has sutures strongly channelled, spire whorls angled and
up to ten spirals on the base (see description and illus-
trations in Beu & Ponder, 1929).
Occurrence. Bolma carinata subsp. prohenica ts
mentioned only in the Oligocene of the T.PB. (a single
incomplete specimen, never found again) and in the
Middle Miocene of Piedmont (Sacco, 1896b).
Gibbula (Colliculus) adansoni (Payraudeau, 1.826)
Pl. 7, Fig. a; PI. 8, Fig. 1
'1826 Trocbus AdansoniPayratdeau, p.127, p|.6, figs. Z-8.
1847 Trochus Bucklanli Basterot - Michelotti, p. 182.
1851 Gibbula AdansoniiPayrardear - Adams, p. 185.
1 868 Trochus Adansoni Payraudeau - Manzoni, p. 66.
1885 Trochus Adansoni (Payrardeau) - Bucquoy et a1., pp. 394-396,
Atlas, pl. 47, fìgs. 1-5 (cum syn.).
1896b Gibbula (Colliculus) Adansoni (Payraudeau) var. tawrtnensis
Sacco, pt. 21,p.37, pl. 4, figs. 15a-h.
1918 Gibbula (section Colliculus) Adansoni Payraudeau - Coss-
mann, I l, p.2ll, trq.86.
1918 Gibbula (sectior Col/iculus| taurinensis Sacco - Cossmann, 11,
p.233.
1960 Gibbuk (Collicwlus) adansonì Payraudeau - Cox Er Keen in
Moore, pt. 1 (Mollusca I), p. 1256, ftg. 164,9.
1962 Gibbula (Colliculus) adansoni Payraudeau - Glibert, p. 42.
1982 Gibbula adansoni (Payraudeau) - Torelli, pp. 18-a9, fig. 19.
1984 Colliculus adansoni (Payraudeau) var. taurinensis Sacco - Fer-
rero Mortara et al., p.269.
1994 Gibbwla (Collicwlus) adansoni Payraudeau - Giannuzzi-Savelli
et al, p. 70, figs. 187b-191b.
Materiaf . The lectotype (herein designated) of Gibbula Atlan-
soni var. taurinensis (Sacco, 1896b, pt. 21, p.3/, fig. 15d) MRSN
8S.026.14.003the illustrated paralectotypes of Gibbula Adansoni var.
taurinensis (Sacco, 1896b, pt.21, pl. 4, figs. 15a, c, e-g), 5 spms., MRSN
85.076. 1 4.00 1, .002, .004, .005, .006; other paralecto types o[ var. tauri
nensis,25 spms., 85.026.14.006/A1 Shells in quite a good state of
preseruation with limited abrasions and lacunae.
Mention by Sacco (1896b) in the T.PB.: Sassello (SV), a simi-
lar form.
/)a
Dimensions (mn): N\f PD
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Remarks. The species is well known anci clearly
defined and does not require further descriptive
remarks. The specimens in hand are assigned to this
species on the basis of: 1) high conic.il spire,2) body
whori enlarged .rnd tubangLrlar àt the peripherv. 3 t
umbilicus narrow and deep, 4) aperture sutìquadrangu-
lar, 5) sculpture consisting of many fine spiral threads,
6) growth lines stronglv prosocline. In our opinion,
after conrparison with some specimen' of the lrving
Gibbula adansoni from the Mediterranean area, the dis-
tinction of the var. taurinensis Sacco, 1896b is not justi-
fied. In fact the diagnostic characteristics of this variety
(spiral threads wider and umbilicus less angled) rppe.rr
to be widely variable.
Occurrence. Gibbula adansoni is reported in the
Miocene of Touraine (Mayer, 1862 in Bucquoy et al.,
1882-1898), the Piiocene of France (Glibert, 1962), the
Pleistocene of Sicily (Glibert, 1962) and still living in the
Mediterranean (Giannuzzi-Savellì et al., 1.994) and the
Black Sea (Bucquoy et al., 1882-1898). The form speci-
fied as variety taurinensis by Sacco is reported as fre-
quent in the Middle Miocene of Piedmont and is also
mentioned in the Oligocene of the T.PB. (Sacco, 1896)
(spe cimen not found) .
Gibbula affinis (Eichwald, 1852)
. 
subs p. protumida Sacco, 1 896
Pl. 8, Iig. 3
1896b Gibbula (.Pborculellus) aJfinis, tar. protumìda Sacco, pt. 21, p.
36, pI.4, figs. 11a-b.
1973 Gibbula affínìs protumìda Sacco - Baldi, p. 241, pl. 23, fig. 6.
198'+ Phorcwlellus ffinis (Etchwalds var. protumída Sacco - Ferrero
Mortara et al., p.269.
Material. The lectotl,'pe (herein designated) of Gibbula ffints
rar. protumida (Sacco, 1896b, pt.21, p1.4, fig. 11a), MRSN
B S.0 /6. I 3.004 (shell with the apical whorls mis sìng); th e paralectotype
oÍ Gibbula affinis rar. protunida, MRSN 85.076.13.004/01 (shell in a
poor state of preserr.ation).
Mention b1' Sacco (1896b) ìn the T.PB.: Sasscllo (quite rare).
The specimen in the Rc,me collection has not been found.
Description. Shell very small. turbinate, with a con-
ical spire. Teleoconch whoris almost flat or gently con-
vex, but slightly inflated along the adapical suture. Body
whorl clearly angled at the periphery. Brse convex.
Umbilicus narro\v and deep. Aperture subcircular r'vith
an oblique outer lip. The ornamentation consists of six-
seven regular spiral cords. The periphery is marked by a
stronger and wider spiral. Ten nearly equal and regularlv
spaced cords are counted on the base. Regular and
prosocline growth lines are clearly visible in the intervals
betr,-een the spiral cords.
Dimensions (mm): N\l PD H hs hu. D MSA
MRSN 83.076.13.004 3 - 5.2 2.65 1.2 5.35 65
Remarks. \íe concur vith Baldr (1973) who
observed that this form can be clearly differentiated as a
subspecies ol Gibbula affinis (species noted in the
Miocene of the Mediterranean and Paratethvs) on the
basis of: 1) strong basal angulation (a chancteristic
already pointed out by Sacco in the definition of the
variety). 21 whorls generally flatter and slightly concaye.
This author doubtfully considered Gibbula eich-^aldi
Cossmann & Peyrot race avitensis Cossmann & Peyrot,
1915 from Aquitanian-Burdigalian of the \íest France
synonvmous with this subspecies, but in our opinion the
shell rnorphology of the mce at,itensis is quite different
for these characteristics: 1) base llaq 2) teleoconch
whorl sculpture consisting of six spiral cords alternating
with two or three threads, 3) base sculptured with a larg-
er cord around the umbilicus.
In the opinion of Sacco (1896b) the var. protumi
da was very like the living North-European ancl
Mediterranean Gibbula twmida (Montagu, 1803)
(known from the Miocene) . We concur with Sacco
because the morphology (described above) of the spe ci-
mens studied here is almost the same as that of the li-
Hhshw









Fig. 1 - Gibbula (Colliculus) adansoni (Payraudeau, 1826). Lectotl'pe of the var. taurinensis Sacco, 1896. Colli Torinesi (TO). MRSN
B5.076.14.003; a) abapertural side, b) top view, c) apertural side, d) base.
Fig. 2 - Bolma carìnata (Borson, 1812) subsp. prohenica Sacco, i896. Lectotl'pe. Colli Torinesi (TO). MRSN 85.076.09.029; a) top view, b)
apertural side, c) abapertural side, d) base.
Fig.3 -Gibbulaffinis(Eichwald, 1S52) st:rbsp.protumidasacco, l8g6.Lectotype.ColliTorinesi (TO).MRSNBS.0/6.14.003;a) topvierv,b)
apertural side, c) abapertural side, d) base.
Fig.4 - Antalis bouei (Deshayes, 1818). Topotype. Baden (Austria). MRSN BS.106.02.004; a) dorsal view, b) ventral view. Reproduced from
Pavia (1991, pl. 2, fig. s).
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ving species. Ve do not therefore exclude that Gibbula
ffinis protumìda can be ancestral to Gibbula tumida or
also the same species. The two specimens in hand being
lacunose and not w-ell presen'ed, any decision in this
respect must await better preserved specimens.
Sacco (1896b) assigned Gibbula affinis to the sub-
gews Pborculellus Sacco, 1896 now considered synony-
mous with the subgenus Phorcus Risso, 1826. Ve prefer
to assign the species to Gibbula s.l. because there are
enough data to classify this species into subgenera.
Occurrence. Gibbwla affinis protumida is reported
in the Oligocene of the T.PB. and in the Middle Miocene
of the Colli Torinesi (Sacco, 1896b), in the Oligocene
and Miocene of the Mediterranean (Baldi, 1923).
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